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Bu çalışmanın amacı, on lise öğrencisinin okuma metinlerinde kelime 

anlamlarını tahmin ederken kullandıkları stratejileri, bunları nasıl kullandıklarını 

ve daha da önemlisi strateji kullanımında ve de tahmin konusunda bir dil 

öğrenicisi olarak ne kadar bilinçli hareket edip etmediklerini araşt ı rmaktır. 

Çalışmaya Bahçeşehir Atatürk Lisesi'nden, başlangıç seviyesindeki beş 

öğrenci ile orta seviyedeki beş öğrenci kat ı lmıştır . 

Çalışmadan elde edilen bilgiler, üç değişik araştırma metodunun birlikte 

kullanılmasıyla ol.uşturulmuştur. 

1. Sesli düşünme metodu (TAP) 

2. Retrospektif metodu (RS) 

3. Görüşme metodu 

Asıl strateji kullanımı ile ilgili bilgiler sesli düşünme ve retrospektif 

metodlarının uygulanmasıyla elde edildi. On katılımcıdan araştırmacı tarafından 

seçilen iki okuma parçasındaki bilinmeyen kelimeler için tahminleri istendi. Daha 

sonra ilk metodu destekleyici olması amacıyla her bir kelime için yapılan 

tahminler dikkate alınarak retrospektif yöntemi uygulandı. En son olarak da 

katılımcıların tahmin konusunda bilgi ve birikimlerini ortaya koyan görüşme 

metodu uygulandı. Bu metod uygulanırken sorulan bir takım sorularla, 
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öğrencilerin bu konudaki bilgi, birikim ve düşünceleri, bu bilgi, birikim ve 

düşüncelerinde bilinçli olup olmadıkları, yaptıklar ı ile düşündükleri arasında 

örtüşme olup olmadığı sorgulanmıştır. 

Çalışmanın sonunda sesli düşünme ve retrospektif uygulamalarının 

analizinden farklı seviyelerdeki katılımcıları içine alan iki grup arasında 

kullandıkları strateji tipleri, bunları kullanım sıklıkları açısından çok büyük 

olmasa da bazı farklılıklar gözlem lenmiştir. Ama asıl fark, tahmin etme 

konusunda bildiklerinden çok bu stratejinin uygulayımı noktasındadır. Çoğu 

zaman katılımcıların tahmin etme konusundaki isteklilikleri, kendilerine güven ve 

onların, kendi öğrenme eylemleri üzerinde kontrol oluşturabilecekleri bir 

bilinçlilikle desteklenememiştir. Bu bilincin ve kendine güvenin eksikliği onların 

tahmin etme konusundaki bilgi ve uygulamalarındaki kontrollerini olumsuz 

etkilemektedir. 



ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to investigate guessing abilities of ten high

school learners in the reading texts, the strategies they used to guess the word 

meaning, knowing how they guess (what guessing strategies do they use and 

how?) and the more important point is the students' awareness to use these 

strategies effectively and their own knowledge about their own guessing 

(whether they are aware of the guessing strategies they used and their own 

guessing processes). 

The participants were five beginning and five upper intermediate level 

students from Bahçeşehir High School. 

Three sets of verbal data were collected from the participants. The data 

were collected through the use of mentalistic research methods : 

1. lndividual Think-Aioud Protocols (TAP) 

2. Retropective Sessions (RS) 

3. Self -Report lnterviews. 

TAPs and RSs were used to have data on actual strategy use. Ten 

participants at different levels were wanted to guess the unknown words in two 

reading texts which the researcher had chosen, by the use of think-aloud 

method. Then the other method (RS) was used by taking into consideration of 

each guess for each unknown words as a supporting way for the first method, 

think-aloud. As a last step, self-report interviews provided information about the 

participants' knowledge of their own guessing process. By asking the questions 

in the view of general topic, the data was collected about the methods they 

used for unknown words in reading texts, their awareness for what they did and 

thought about guessing and how much there is an agreement or disagreement 

between what they did in the study and what they thought. 
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The results from the analyses of TAP and RS transcriptions showed that 

the participants at different levels used same guessing strategies in reading 

although there were smail differences in terms of the strategy types and the 

frequency of the strategies used but the main difference was how the guessing 

strategy was used effectively in practice rather than what they knew about 

guessing. Moreover, most time the willingness in their use couldn't be 

supported with self-confidence and necessity or awareness of strategy use. The 

lack of self-confidence and awareness caused the lass of control in their 

language knowledge and use. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study · 

1.1.1 Why is Reading so lmportant: 

In order to better understand the aim of the study and the importance of 

the main topic in this study, such a question may be asked at the beginning: 

ls reading essential in language learning or what is the importance of reading in 

second language (L2) learning and teaching? 

Reading is of faremost importance in context where Engl ish is taught as 

a foreign language including high schools where extensive use of materials 

written in English is requ ired . Reading as a skill is considered as essential for 

better comprehension in regard with readers' approach a text effectively and 

making sense of what they read . 

Why are some learners or specifically, some readers more successful 

than others? 

As in Nuttall's work (1989) students are usually trapped in the vicious 

Girele shown in the figure 1. 
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Doesn't read much Doesn't understand 

Doesn't enjoy reading 

Figure: 1 

lt doesn't matter where reader enters the circle. A slow reader is seldam 

able to develop much interest in what he reads, let alone enjoyment. Since he 

gets no pleasure from it, he reads as little as possible. He continues to find it 

difficult to understand what he reads, so his reading rate does not increase. He 

remains a slow reader and so on. The fact is that students tend to give up 

reading unless they are good at this skill. How do they succeed in being good 

readers then? 

The reason for being more successful readers is that some of them 

HAVE LEARNED HOW TO LEARN or READ. They have acquired the learning 

strategies, the knowledge about learning and the attitudes that enable them to 

use these skills and knowledge confidently, flexibly , appropriately and 

independently of a teacher. Thus, effective use of strategies to improve their 

reading skill dealing with monitoring their comprehension, distinguishing 

between important information and details as they read, being able to use clues 

in the text to anticipate information and to relate new information with 

information already stated. 

The use of strategies in reading, in other words, strategic reading is the 

use of knowledge consciously to meet the demands of different reading tasks 

by developing flexibility in choosing appropriate strategy. Strategic reading is 

regarded as fundamental to monitor and improve comprehension and as a 

prime characteristic of good readers. 
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In the reading process when it is successful, there is active 

participation of the reader to get the most out of the reading text by using the 

appropriate strategies (Smith, 1976; Goodman in Carrell, Devine and Eskey, 

1988). 

W e know that efficient readers are the on es who are aware of the nature 

of reading and of their own reading strategies. Less successful learners may 

choose an inefficient strategy or may be unaware of the need to use a strategy. 

Students need this awareness to be able to better control their reading 

processes. 

All the important study skills require quick, efficient and imaginative 

reading. Efficient reading requires the use of various problem-solving skills. For 

example it is impossible for sameone to know the exact meaning of every word 

he or she reads, but by developing his or her guessing ability, he or she will be 

able to understand enough to arrive at the total meaning of a sentence, 

paragraph, or essay. Krashen, Pitts and White (1989) found out that second 

language learners of English were able to understand the meanings of unknown 

words through reading. Guessing words from the cantext is deseribed as one of 

the strategies (or skill) learners use in order to comprehend the message in the 

text (Bruton, Sa muda, 1981) and build vocabulary (Laufer, 1990, Nation, 1990). 

Of course the competent reader uses not only one skill but many. He or she 

uses the precise meaning of familiar words used from the cantext and infer the 

meaning of unfamiliar words from contextual or internal clues without reterence 

to a dictionary in addition to the lexical meaning of the words he reads and the 

relationships between them, which are signalled by grammatical means. He 

looks straight through the words to the meaning. 

1.1.2 The Vocabulary Problem: 

In the literature on reading in a second language, several studies show 

that vocabulary knowledge is essential for reading comprehension. Nation and 

Coady (1988) pointed out that ll vocabulary was the most important and had the 

strongest effect on reading ll (p. 98). There are more than 500,000 English 
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words but experts estimate that average well educated speakers use of fewer 

than 30,000 of them. Somebody may expect that any one of more than 470,000 

words that are unfamiliar to him or her may sudden Iy appear in books, texts and 

other materials he or she reads. Reader must be able to identify quickly and 

accurately the meanings of most of these words so that he or she can 

understand fully what he or she reads . 

Poor L2 readers usually have difficulty in comprehending the text due to 

the unknown words that appear in the text . Many studies have been designed 

to address the question of how language learners build their vocabulary. The 

number of word s that most people know is probably enormous. Native speakers 

know a great dea! about words, in terms of both their contexts of use and their 

exact range of meaning. But, for a language learner who pulls out his dictionary 

each time he encounters a new word while read ing is so difficult.. What is the 

way to figure out the meaning of new words ? How can learners of a second 

language build up such a large and complicated structure in few years, even 

semesters? 

1.1.3 The Strategies for Vocabulary Problem - Guessing and Use of a 

Dictionary 

Researchers and teachers of English have been interested in vocabulary 

acquisition and reading comprehension of students for many years. The results 

in those studies strongly suggest that vocabulary is learned better through 

reading rather than through isolated vocabulary learning (Judd, 1978; Knight, 

1994; Krashen , Pitts&White, 1989; Stieglitz, 1983). When students of English 

as a foreign language are often confronted with several new words that they 

need to know, it seems reasonable to encourage them to make use of all 

possible strategies .Guessing the meaning from the cantext is one of the 

strategies students can use in order to comprehend what they read. 

Many theoreticians and educators discourage dictionary use, supporting 

the idea that it is better for students to guess the meaning of unknown words in 

order to convey the overall meaning of the text. Students are generally 
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encouraged to guess the meaning of unknown words within the cantext in order 

to comprehend better and even learn vocabulary incidentally instead of looking 

words up ina dictionary. 

1.1.4 The Reality and Reasons (Dealing with Which Way Learners Have 

Chosen) 

However, it has been observed that both beginning and upper 

intermediate level students tend to use dictionaries when they meet any words 

that they have not yet learned. When they are told to guess the meaning from 

the cantext they mostly say that they have difficulties in guessing and that they 

do not know what they should do to guess an unfamiliar word in the context. But 

why do college or high school students lack such skills even after years of 

schooling? Many people fail to make much progress in such a valuable skill, 

reading including guessing. WHY? 

They are not aware of the effectiveness of these suggested strategies 

because they aren't very knowledgeable about guessing words in cantext 

strategies. The teachers always suggest that they should guess some of the 

unknown words in reading passages, but they have never explained how they 

could do guessing. They seem to teach their students grammar, reading and 

writing skills, they will build their vocabularies on their own as they engage in 

other activities. 

Schallert and Kleiman (1979) offer the explanation that the 

comprehension-monitoring function is one that teachers typically perform for 

their students. Teachers are very often much more active in the learning 

process than are students. These teaching behaviours do not necessarily help 

the students gain independence by developing effective comprehension

monitoring strategies of their own. Successful students learn to adopt active 

strategies for themselves, inearparating monitoring behaviours into their 

repertoire of learning skills. When monitoring their attempts to learn, learners 

turn into or become aware of 'on-line' difficulties in processing . Having become 

aware of a problem, learners assess their knowledge and skills to seek the 
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cause . Less successful students rely on teachers for this function . This is why 

students encounter difficulty in college , where most instructors do not have the 

time or desire to servethis purpose for students who, by this time are presumed 

to be independent learners. 

1.2 Purpose of the Study: 

Learner strategies and the specific ways readers use for different tasks 

play a major role in the process of learning and so are becoming central issues 

to language teaching. The general ai m of the study is related to learner training, 

the specific aim of the study is related to guessing, one of the strategies in 

reading. The purpose of this study was to explore the variety of the ways or 

specific strategies to guess word meanings from cantext in reading process and 

the students' knowledge and attitudes about their own language learning 

process. In other words their awareness/knowledge and control of the cognitive 

processes involved in guessing. 

Every teacher has encountered students who seem to learn very little 

although they are intelligent and adequately exposed to apparently useful and 

meaningful material. Such instances of non-learning are attributed to a number 

of possible causes: The student may be disoriented by the formal learning 

situation or by Anglo-Saxon cultural assumptions in general ; there may be a 

clash of the student's personality with the teaching approach; the material may 

be perceived to be irrelevant; the student may be under excessive emotional 

stress; he may have poor language aptitude; and so on. 

Anather comman way of stating the cause in many of these cases is to 

say that the student uses inadequate or inappropriate learning strategies. lt is 

now clear that learners could benefit greatly in the long run if a substantial 

proportion of the formal learning time available were given over to training 

students in ways of learning for themselves. Given the opportunities for 
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exposure to English which lie all araund them it would be wise to help learners 

develop their ability to take advantage of those resources for their own learning 

purposes. 

One of the main issues we are concerned with is the researches after 

70's, and by the way an autonomous learner who has become an important 

figure in teaching process last ten years. Although only one topic (vocabulary 

problem in reading and guessing asa strategy) is our main interest in this study, 

it has been known that there is a necessity for studies dealing with this kind of 

student due to a lot of problems of language learning in class situation and 

outside as well. 

What kind of a student is he or she in Turkey? ls there any difference 

between the kind of student we have now in fact and the kind of student we 

want to have. If any, what is the main problem? 

Although there are few studies done to investigate the strategies in 

learning for Turkish EFL students at university, no research has been 

conducted for Turkish high school students. 

The problems which are stated, experienced and observed have 

motivated me to examine the studies done to investigate guessing strategies (in 

reading) used by different level of English Foreign Language (EFL) students. 

1.3 Research Questions 

These objectives led me to investigate the fallawing questions: 

1. What strategies do readers use for guessing the meaning of 

unknown words in a context? 

2. Are there any differences in the guessing strategy use between 

the students at different levels? 

3. What thing(s) affect their use of guessing strategies? 
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4. Are they aware of the ir learning and guessing strategy use? 

1.4. Limitations of the Study 

There is no doubt that each study offer same insights into reading 

strategies but this study is limited by the similar factors as in many studies 

mentioned. 

This study suffers from the limitations such as sample size, the type of 

the school, the limitations and difficulties of think-aloud (E.g. the participants are 

not exposed to such a procedure in their normal classroom activities) , the 

number of the participants, finding participants with the same level of 

proficiency. The number of the subjects is low; limited to 1 O .lt has been known 

well that a large-scale and detailed study involving enough participants to have 

statistical significance needs financial resources and time (considering each 

session lasted from 45 to 60 minutes; they were transeribed in approximately 

30 hours). Such use of a smail sample of subjects like this limits the generality 

of the results of the study . Alsa, partiGipant profiles (age, school, ete.) are 

specific. Because of all these limitations, the findings of the study should be 

viewed in lig ht of the characteristics of the study sample. 

In the first chapter, the purpose of the study as well as the statement of 

the problem, the research questions to be addressed in the study and 

limitations of the study have been stated . Having identified the focus of the 

study, in the next chapter, the relevant literature will be reviewed in relation to 

the focus and the purpose of the study. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

lnterest in learners' strategies reflects the radical change in scientific 

thinking on the nature of the human mind. Wenden and Rubin (1987) outline 

some of the histarical developments which made this change so significant and 

some of the theoretical concerns in several disciplines which led to it. One of 

these important changes was that the learner environment equation tilted in 

favour of the learner. Learners were no langer viewed as passive organisms 

responding to environmental influences but they were considered as acting 

upon the environment and through this action defining it. Secondly, this 

changed view opened up new avenues of research and the 1970's saw an 

increasing number of studies on learners' strategic action. 

Since the early 1970's, the research on learner strategies in second 

language learning has been inspired by trends in the field of cognitive 

psychology and language teaching practices have become increasingly 

LEARNER CENTERED, influenced by insights from humanist and cognitive 

psychology. At this point it should be mentioned two theories; the cognitive and 

the interactive theory including the active participation of learners and their use 

of strategies. 

The early efforts to identify learning strategies focused on "the good 

language learner" (Rubin, 1975) and suggested that by knowing about the 

strategies successful learners use to learn a language .. procedures could be 

established to train less successfullearners to use these. 
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An impressive body of knowledge about the development of acquisition 

strategies of knowledge was collected together with information on how learners 

controlled their use of strategies. Earlier studies focused on memory strategies 

used by smail children and later studies investigated how older learners 

approached the studying of text, writing and scientific reasoning. Mc Laughlin 

(1987) presents the main concepts of cognitive theory. O' Malley and Chamot 

(1990) outline same applications of cognitive theory to second language 

acquisition. Chamot's complete taxonomy includes a listing of both cognitive 

and meatcognitive strategies. Training studies conducted during this time also 

showed convincingly that less productive learners could be trained to use 

strategies with a consequent improvement their task performance. 

2.1.1 ~ Cognitive Theory and lnteractive Theory: 

In the view of cognitive theory of foreign language learning the second 

language system is "created". lt is built upon subsystems and units through an 

active cognitive process. lt would depend on active participation of the learner 

(Bialystok, 1978). In other words cognitive theory explains second language 

learning as a continuous process which requires the active participation of the 

learner as in the interactive theory of reading. In the interactive theory, the view 

of reading as an interactive process between the reader and the text 

(Goodman, 1968) and the reader as an active participant in this process who 

seeks meaning purposefully to reconstruct a massage from the text has also 

become a part of second language reading theory (Bernhardt, 1991 ). 

Comprehending a text is an interactive process between the reader's 

background knowledge and the text (Carreii&Eisterhold, 1988). In this view, 

reading involves interaction between old and new information with the former 

referring to the reader's knowledge already stored in memory, the latter to the 

information presented in the text. In these two theories there has been an 

agreement for which the learners use various strategies in this active 

participation. 
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Learners who have been able to develop effective strategies will be able 

to continue their learning on their own once they leave the classroom and once 

the teacher is not araund directing and helping them with input. The strategy 

deseribed deals with one aspect of creative language learning which the 

learners use when faced with an unfamiliar item or structure. 

2.1.2. What ls Strategy? 

In order to talk about learning and using strategies the word "strategy" 

should be defined. Researchers have not been able to come to a cansensus 

regarding what a strategy is. This is reflected in the literature where strategies 

are referred to as "techniques, tactics, potentially conscious plans , consciously 

employed operations, learning skills, basic skills, functional skills, cognitive 

abilities, problem solving procedures and language learning behaviours" 

(Wenden, 1987). The use of the term "strategy" often implies good or 

successful techniques readers employ to manage their interactions with a text in 

same pedagogical circles (Barnett, 1989). Weinstein and Mayer (1986) defıne 

strategies as activities or behaviours used to influence the cognitive processes 

such as selection, acquisition, construction and integration. O'Malley and 

Chamot (1990) defined strategies as "the special thoughts or behaviours that 

individuals use to help them comprehend, learn or retain new information". 

In this paper we have considered with the other definition of strategies: 

"the mental operations involved when readers purposefully approach a text to 

make sense of what they read" and it has been referred to either successful or 

unsuccessful techniques as the ai m of this pa per. 

2.1.3 Learner Autonomy: 

The cognitive approach recommend learner autonomy. Learner 

autonomy can be defined as willingness to take responsibility for one's learning 

and canfidence in one's ability as a learner. In other words, these are two 

attitudes that are crucial to learner autonomy. Autonomous learners are willing 

to take on the responsibility for their learning because they see themselves as 
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having a crucial role in their language learning. Autonomous learners are self

confident learners because they bel ieve in their ability to learn and to self-direct 

or manage their learning. Earlier literature on autonomy in language learning 

notes the importance of these two basic attitudes and stresses the need for 

psychological preparation for autonomy. According to this literature, 

psychological preparation means helping learners become willing to take 

responsibility for their learning. For learner autonomy it is essential for the 

learners to become aware of the learning processes they are involved in and 

capable of judging the effectiveness of the creative strategies they have 

developed. 

2.1.4. Metacognitive Knowledge & Some Findings About Metacognitive 

Knowledge: 

The knowledge who autonomous learners have is called metacognitive 

knowledge. The effectiveness of using learning strateg ies for learner autonomy 

has been supported by studies of L2 learners. John Flavell's work on 

metacognitive knowledge, a cognitive psychologist , has had a strong influence 

on the field. The nation of metacognition and its role in the monitoring of 

cognitive activity is outlined in his first article (1979). He deseribes 

metacognitive knowledge as the segment of your (a child's, an adult's) stored 

world knowledge that has to dowith people as cognitive creatures and with their 

diverse cognitive tasks, goals, actions and experiences. In other words, in a 

broad sense , metacognitive knowledge includes all facts learners acquire about 

their own cognitive processes as they are applied and used to gain knowledge 

and acquire skills in varied situations. In the case of language learners, it 

includes beliefs , insights and concepts that they have acquired about language 

and language learning process. In his writings Flavell deseribes three kinds of 

metacognitive knowledge (in his second article; Flavell , 1981 ): person 

knowledge, strategic knowledge and task knowledge. First, person knowledge 

is general knowledge that learners may have about the laws of human learning . 

That is, how does learning take place? What inhibits human learning? Person 

knowledge also includes what learners know about themselves as learners. 
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Strategic knowledge is the stored knowledge that learners have about 

strategies. Task knowledge reters to what learners need to know about the 

procedures that constitute these tasks to accomplish them successfully. 

Bialystok and Ryan (1985) use the nations of metacognitive knowledge 

and metacognitive strategies to offer an explanation of the nature and 

development of language proficiency, specifically in the area of conversation , 

literacy 'and metalinguistic tasks. Wenden's review article (1987) illustrates and 

deseribes metacognitive knowledge and skills with references to same of the 

related second-language learning research. Breen's article (1987) on learner 

contributions to the task design analyzes various facets of task knowledge from 

the perspective of language learners. What has been suggested by Baker and 

Brown (1984) is that the difference between good readers and poor readers is 

not only the use of the specific strategies they employ but alsa the overall 

approach to the text. Metacognition consists of knowledge, the awareness of 

the strategies needed for successful performance and self-regulation, the 

effective use of these strategies. 

2.1.5. Some Findings about Learning Strategies: 

Same researchers started to study these special strategies used by good 

language learners so that other learners who were not aware of these strategies 

could use these strategies and consequently become good language learners 

(O' Malley & Chamot , 1990). O' Malley and Chamot were the pioneers in this 

field and after their research different definitions for learning strategies and 

different strategies were offered. Learning strategies were grouped under three 

categories on the level or the type of processing involved: metacognitive 

strategies, cognitive strategies, and social 1 affective strategies, Metacognitive 

strategies or regulatory skills or self-management strategies are utilised by 

learners to oversee and manage their learning . Metacognitive strategies 

involve planning for, monitoring, and evaluating the success of a learning 

activity (O'Malley and Chamot, 1990). In the methodological literature they are 

referred to as the skills of self-directed learning, (Holec, 1981 ), Social 1 affective 
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strategies involve ll either interaction with anather person or ideaticnal control 

over affect ll (O'Malley and Chamot, 1990, p. 44 ). Cognitive strategies of 

learning are mental steps or operations that learners use to process both 

linguistic and sociolinguistic content. They operate on the inearning information 

by manipulating it to increase learning. Guessing words-in-cantext strategies 

are considered asa kind of cognitive strategies, called inference (cited in Brown 

, 1994 ). Weinstein and Ma yer (1986) grouped these strategies u nder three 

broad headings; rehearsal, organisation and elaboration processes. Elaboration 

processes include strategies such as summarising, deduction, transfer, 

elaboration and inference (using information in texts to guess meanings of 

linguistic items). When it has been concerned with inference; Three categories 

of inferences based on three types of information used in the field of foreign 

language teaching . 

1. lntra-lingual inferences: lt contains inferences based on the learner's 

knowledge of the target language. 

2. lnter-lingual inferences: lt includes inferences based on the 

relationship of the un known item to other languages. 

3. Extra-lingual inferences: They are formed on the basis of the content 

of the message. 

2.1.6. The Use of Strategy in Reading: 

The findings show that appropriate use of learning strategies leads to 

improvement in profideney or achievement overall or in specifıc skill 

improvement (Oxford, 1993, p. 178). One of them is reading . 

Basic to reading is the derivation of meaning from the author's symbols, 

as such meaning relates to the background of experience of the reader, the 

reaction of the reader to this meaning and the integration of the meaning with 

what the reader already knows about the subject. 

Research on reading in a second language and efforts to improve 

second language reading instruction have grown remarkably in the past quarter 
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century, particularly in the la st 1 O years . These transitions and changes have 

been both in theory and in practice. In the mid-to Iate 1960's , reading was seen 

as little more than a reinforcement for oral language instruction. Under the 

influence of audiolingualism, most efforts to "teach" reading were centred on the 

use of reading to examine grammar and vocabulary or to practice 

pronunciation. Through the early to mid-1970's, a number of researchers and 

teacher trainers argued for the greater im portance of reading. By the mid-to Iate 

1970's, many researchers began to argue for a theory of reading based on 

some works. 

The research and persuasive arguments evolved into a psycholinguistic 

model of reading. lt was proposed that reading is not primarily a process of 

picking up information from the page in a letter-by-letter, word-by-word manner. 

Reading is a selective process since it did not seem likely that fluent readers 

had the time to look at all the words on the page and stili read at a rapid rate. lt 

made sense that good readers used knowledge they brought to the reading 

then read by predicting information, sampling the text and confirming the 

prediction. 

Clarke and Silberstein (1977) outlined implications for instruction which 

could be drawn from a psycholinguistic model of reading. Reading was 

characterised as an active process of comprehending and students needed to 

be taught strategies to read more efficiently (e.g. guess from context, define 

expectations, make inferences about the text, skim ahead to fill in the cantext 

ete.) For teachers, the goal of reading instruction was to provide students with a 

range of effective approaches to texts-including helping students define goals 

and strategies for reading, to use pre-reading activities to enhance canceptual 

readiness and to provide students strategies to deal with difficult syntax, 

vocabulary and organisational structure. 

Coady (1979) reinterpreted the psycholinguistic model into a model more 

specifically suited to second language learners. Coady argued that a 

conceptualisation of the reading process requires three components : process 

strategies , background knowledge and canceptual abilities . Beginning readers 
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focus on process strategies (e.g. word identification), whereas more proficient 

readers shift attention to more abstract canceptual abilities and make better use 

of background knowledge, using only as much textual information as needed for 

canforming and predicting the information in the text. His implications for 

teaching aresimilar to those of Clarke and Silberstein (1977). 

While the 1970s was a time of transition from one dominant view of 

reading to another, the 1980s was a decade in which much ESL reading theory 

and practice extended the earlier perspectives on reading. 

Block's reading strategies fall into two categories: General or local 

strategies (B lock 1986:4 71-2). General strategies "include comprehension

gathering and comprehension monitoring strategies" and local strategies "deal 

with attempts to understand specific linguistic units". Effective reading strategies 

are generally categorised into two levels to liken this difference between them 

by using different titles such as word-related and meaning-line strategies or 

sentence-level and word level strategies or top-down and battom-up strategies 

or text-level and word-level strategies. According to Barnett (1988), reading 

strategies are defined in the literature as "mental operations involved when 

readers approach a text effectively and make sen se of what they read" (Barnett, 

1988, p.150) and the text-level or top-down strategies refer to those strategies 

that are related to the reading passage as a whole or to large parts of the 

passage. These include strategies such as considering background knowledge, 

predicting, using titles and illustrations to understand, reading with a purpose, 

skimming and scanning. Same of the word-level strategies include using 

cantext to guess word meanings, identifying the grammatical category of word s, 

following reference words and recognising meanings through word families and 

formation. 

Hosenfeld (1992) used think-aloud and introspective 1 retrospective 

research methods in her three studies to identify the strategies used by 

successful and unsuccessful readers . She found that good readers read in 

broad phrases, identify the grammatical category of words, examine any 

illustrations, read the title and make inferences from it, use orthographic 
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information (e.g. capitalisation), refer to side gloss, use a dictionary as a last 

resort, look up words correctly, continue if unsuccessful at decoding a word or 

phrase, recognise cognates, use their knowledge of the world and evaluate their 

guesses. One of the strategies used by high scorers was to guess from cantext 

the meaning of un known word s. 

2.1.7. Reading Strategies: 

For many years it has been a question whether reading is a bottom-up, 

language based process (refers to the information obtained by means of 

battom-up decoding of letters ,words , phrases , sentences and cohesive ties.) 

or a top-down, knowledge-based process. lt is now accepted by L2 reading 

researches that top-down and battom-up processes should work interactively 

for successful reading (Carrell, 1988; Grabe 91 ). Successful reading involves an 

interaction between top-down and battom-up processing rather than reliance on 

either one alone. In interactive approach, reading can be defined as an 

interactive process between the reader and the text and the reader as an active 

participant in this process who seeks meaning purposefully. There is an active 

participation of the reader to get the most out of the reading text by using the 

appropriate strategies when it is successful. Reading strategies refer to the 

mental operations involved when readers approach a text effectively and make 

sense of what they read (Barnett, 1988, p. 150). lt is claimed that readers use 

the strategies on two levels: 

1. Text-level Strategies: They are related to the reading passage as a 

whole or to the large parts of the passage. (Activating general 

knowledge, scanning, skimming, ete). 

2. Word-level Strategies: Using cantext or cognates to guess word 

meanings, identifying grammatical categories of words, using 

reference words to guess meaning. 

We now alsa appreciate the influence of background knowledge on L2 

readers. And furthermore, we believe that readers actively control this hidden 
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process, and that this control (commonly called metacognition) directly affects 

their ability to understand and to learn from text. 

2.1.8. Guessing as a strategy: 

Guessing strategies are used to comprehend the overall meaning in a 

reading text . lt is not possible to know every single word in a reading passage 

and when EFL or ESL students do not need to understand every single word 

but need to figure out the overall meaning of the text or even a specific idea in 

the text. lt is expected that their teachers have to teach the unknown words or 

the students themselves get to the meanings of these words by looking up a 

dictionary or guessing . Guessing is related to fast reading and increase reading 

speed, strengthen comprehension although it is not necessarily lead to recall. 

2.1.9. What Should a Learner Do and What Should Be Done For a 

Learner? 

Students should know about the reading cantext and effective strategies. 

lt has been suggested by researchers that teaching readers how to use the 

strategies should be the prime consideration in a reading classroom and the 

learners alsa need to be taught how to determine their success in their use of 

strategies. Strategic reading (SR) is not only a matter of knowing what strategy 

to use but alsa that the reader must know how to use a strategy successfully 

and orchestrate its use with other strategies. SR as the flexible, adaptable and 

conscious use of knowledge about reading to remove blockages to meaning, 

operates within the realm of metacognitive awareness (the knowledge and the 

active monitoring of one's own cognitive processes ). Readers active control of 

the reading process directly affects their comprehension . This control, often 

referred to as metacognition, includes the knowledge or awareness that certain 

cognitive strategies will be useful. Thus the failure of a reader who has an 

appropriate repertoire of cognitive strategies to complete a reading task 

effectively is very likely to result from metacognitive awareness and control. 
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As this is pointed out by Victori and Lockhart (1995) "one of the premises 

of any self-directed program, . . . should be that of enhancing students' 

metacognition to prepare them for approaching their own learning autonomy" 

(p. 223). If learner autonomous, as defined in the literature, is the ability to take 

responsibility for one's learning , then learner training should help the learner 

develop " a self-directed approach whereby he can eventually set his own 

needs and objectives ; choose materials and resources in accordance with his 

goals ; and monitor and evaluate his own progress over time ... " (p. 223). 

2.2 The Ways To Collect Information About Students' Learning 
and The Methods Used in This study: 

There are different ways to get information on students' learning 

processes. To collect information on how students approach a learning task, a 

teacher may observe them as they perform a task or have them deseribe what 

they do. This second way is called self-report. In think-aloud procedures by 

O'Malley and Chamot (1990) it has been reported that the successful learners 

can easily explain the strategies and the reasons why they employ them. Self

reports may be tied to a task, i.e. students report on what they do WHILE they 

perform a particular task or just after. lntrospective self-reports is to assign a 

task and have them teli the teacher what they are thinking as they are 

completing the task. lt means that students can be asked to THINK ALOUD or 

INTROSPECT , orally reporting to a listener or into a tape recorder or writing 

down what they are thinking while doing a task. Thinking aloud as a means to 

observe learning strategies require the learner verbalise his or her thoughts 

while doing a task without trying to control . 

Some researchers had students think aloud as they processed pieces of text 

while Scardamilia and Bereiter ( 1984 ) had students think aloud while they 

planned a composition . As students complete the task , they verbalise their 

thought processes , so there is no separation in time between the report and the 

task. lntrospective self-reports are often collected with one student at a time. 
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As the other way to get information on students' learning processes , they 

can also be asked to think back or retrospect on their language learning and to 

write about it. Retrospective self-reports vary in the extent to which they limit 

what a student may say. The types of retrospective self-reports : 

1 . Open-ended reports 

2 . Semi-structured interviews 

3 . Structured questionnaires 

Retrospective reports can also be a source of insight on a learner's attitudes 

towards autonomous learning . Often it is necessary to inferthis information as 

learners will not explicitly refer to their feelings about learning independently. 

Many researchers have deseribed and used these methods to collect 

information on students' learning processes. For example ; Wenden (1985) 

shows how the semi-structured interview can be used to collect information on 

students' learning processes during a teacher conference. Chamot (1987); 

Horowitz (1987), Black (1986, 1992), and Cohen & Hosenfeld (1981) aresome 

of these researchers who used and studied about these methods. Cohen (1987) 

classifies these research techniques into three groups. 

In our study three methods are used: 

A. Think-aloud: Participants verbalise their thought processes for each 

nonsense word in Turkish so that they can deseribe more strategies. 

The question is asked to keep talking: What are you thinking now? 

B. Retrospective session: lt is a mentalistic research method in which 

learners report or provide information on specific language 

behaviours after the event (they have performed the reading task) -

while the information is stili in short term memory. The fallawing 

questions can be asked: 

- What came into your mind first when you saw this word? 

- You made along pause at this point. Do you remember what 

you were thinking of? 

- What led you to suggest this meaning of the word? 
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C. Self report: Selt-report consists of open-ended questions designed to 

elicit data on the reader's metacognitive knowledge (including beliefs, 

perceptions and concepts that they have acquired about reading in a 

foreign language and the reading process - learners deseribe what 

they generally do). 



CHAPTER 3 

INTRODUCTION 

3.1 Introduction 

This study is undertaken to investigate reader's comprehension 

processing behaviours in the meaning construction process, metacognitive 

abilities of high school English learners, particularly their level of awareness 

about how they read and the strategies they use to comprehend a text (to guess 

a word). 

This study is a study to deseribe the guessing word-in-a cantext strategies used 

by the beginning and upper-int. Levels EFL students at Bahçeşehir High 

School, istanbul, Turkey. 

This research on guessing strategies will be reviewed and the relationship 

between guessing strategies and the learner autonomy will be established. 

3.2 Research Design 

The data will be collected through lndividual Think-Aioud Protocols 

(TAPs) and Retrospective Sessions (RSs). These techniques have been used 

by many researchers who try to investigate learning strategies of learners. In 

the TAPs, the participants are told to think aloud while they are guessing the 

words. In the RSs, the participants later report what helped them in their 

guessing. 
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What we will do is to take a text and substitute a nonsense word for 

every word outside the vocabulary. The nonsense words are made up with 

suffixes and prefixes in English so that these words look like parts of speech. 

For the warm-up sessions one, for TAP (lt is a mentalistic research method in 

which learners verbalise their thoughts while working on a task) one reading 

texts are prepared in the same way. The texts are selected on the basis of 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY RESULTS which display the readibility and 

information on the structure of the paragraphs, sentences and words in the 

reading text. This statistical summary information is obtained through a word 

processing program called MS WORD. 

3.2.1 The Steps of The Study: 

1) Firstly , each partiGipant is given a short questionnaire on the ir educational 

background. 

2) Warm-up sessions for TAP are conducted with the students ( Participants 

listen to a TAP segment of a sample in Turkish from tape), 

3) TAPs are conducted, 

4) Retrospective self-observations (RS) are conducted w ith every student 

individually, 

5) The recorded TAPs and RSs are transeribed for each participant. (The 

analysis rules of TAP & RS transcriptions have been listed in Appendix 6). 

6) A detailed list or classification of the guessing strategies is established. 

7) Each strategy used for each test word in the list is circled. The strategies 

used by two groups are presented and compared in terms of strategy type 

and the frequency of the strategy use. 

8) Self-report interviews are conducted to investigate the reader's knowledge 

or thoughts about what they do or their own reading processes and 

strategies when they read . These interviews are held with each partiGipant 

individually 24 or 48 hours after each TAP. 
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9) The selt-report data is transeribed and translated on a word-by-word basis. 

The data is segmented into units and coded depending on the category. 

3.3. Participants 

The participants were beginner and upper-intermediate students at 

Bahçeşehir High School . 

Ericsson and Simon (1984) state that individual differences mig ht affect 

the completeness of the verbal data because same people are better than 

others to verbalise their thoughts. On the basis of this assumption, the 

participants were chosen among the students whom their teachers deseribed as 

relatively self-confident , outgoing and talkative and they would be able to think 

aloud in their classes. 

All the participants were volunteers who were willing to act as informants 

in this study, which was alsa important for the completeness of the data. 

The number of the subjects for the study is ten as five beginners and fıve 

upper-intermediate students. 

Beginner students were selected among preparatory classes while the 

upper-intermediate were picked among st 1 01
h grade pupils, with du e respect to 

the inherent features of their school and the level of the ir grade. As it is the case 

in all peer schools, middle school graduates who enrol at the school first 

undergo a year of preparatory classes, with 24 hour per week intensive English 

lessons, throughout which, students are respectively promoted from their initial 

starter level, to the beginner, pre-intermediate and the intermediate phase. 

Later, in the 91
h and 1 oth grades of high school, English lessons are at an 

intermediate and upper-intermediate level with 8 hours per week of courses in 

the former and 4 hours of tutarial in the latter. 

The selection of the respondents among the students were driven by the 

personal views of the teachers and the researcher, for en suring compatibility to 
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the project and the methodologies employed. Each one of the respondents 

underwent warm-up sessions at the outset Two of the respondents were 

disqualified from the project due to the lack of verbalising in warm-up sessions. 

No matter how willing and enthusiastic they may be, persons who have a 

difficulty in verbaHsing their thoughts must be excluded from the tests 

(Seliger&Shomamy-1989). 

Before the texts, respondents were asked to fill-in a questionnaire, 

probing their educational backgrounds (see Appendix 2). The answers to the 

questionnaire and their appra isals are found towards the end of the chapter 

(Tables 1-2). 

3.4. Text Materials 

The reading passages or texts used in warm-up session were " 

WELCOME TO HEATHROW" AND "CYCLING IN LONDON" selected from 

First Certificate: Practice Tests 2 by Mark Harrison and Rosalie Kerr, published 

Oxford University Press, 1997 (see Appendix 3). The texts used in TAP were 

"WEDDING" and "WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK". The later one was 

selected from First Certificate Practice Tests 2 by Mark Harrison and Rosalie 

Kerr, "WEDDING", from Reward by Simon Greenall, published Heinemann, 

1995 (see Appendix 4 ). 

The texts were expected to spark interactive activity between readers' 

knowledge-based expectations and the information presented in the text , i. e., 

a te~t which could generate cognitive interest (Kintsch , 1980) or knowledge

triggered interest (Hidi & Baird, 1988). This kind of interest is created through 

certain canceptual relations between new information and prior knowledge such 

as novelty and unexpectation . 

These texts were chosen because it was assumed that subjects would 

not have familiarity with the content of the texts but yet , the general topic would 

be interesting for them. In order to realise whether or not the texts are in their 

interest, the participants' classmates were asked their opinions about the texts 
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which had been chosen by the researcher in regard with a word processing 

program called MS WORD without giving them any information about this study 

in order to have their honest opinions. The teachers who teach classes were 

shown these reading texts prior the study and their opinions were asked on the 

level of difficulty and how the students react to the content of the passage . 

Their replies were that it was of appropriate level of difficulty , that is not easy to 

be demotivating. Alsa, they stated that the students would find the topic 

interesting. 

lt was crucial to select the right and most suitable texts, for students of 

discrepant levels would be subject to them. The validity of each one of the texts 

for both the warm-up sessions and TAP s w ere ascertained by a program of 

international recognition (a word processing program called MS WORD) hence 

assuring reliability and effect (see Appendix 3 &4 for the texts and their relevant 

assessments for efficacy). The texts were sifted through many, alsa based upon 

their relevance to issues that would su it the students' interest. 

Nonsense words were among the most significant aspects of the 

analyses, fallawing the selection of the right texts to be employed in the warm

up sessions and TAPs. The researcher was the one to personally coin these 12 

words; 3 for the first warm-up, 3 for the second warm-up and 3 made-up words 

for every one of the principal texts. The use of nonsense word s in the research 

sternmed from the mandatery unfamiliarity of all of the participants with the 

words so as to identify and ensure words that were not acknowledged by the 

majority of the students (Walker-1985 cited in Haynes, 1984 ). N one of the 

participants were to know that these words had been made up by the 

researcher. In coining the nonsense words, researcher was driven by the need 

to remain loyal to the inherent features and structures of the lexicon, which they 

were substituted for so as to trigger the use of guessing elements by the 

participants. lt was compulsory for the researcher to bear in mi nd and resemble 

the original words in their coinage to enable simultaneous thinking of a variety 

of different elements, while guessing the meaning of the words. Otherwise if 

respondents were to be in cognisance of . the true nature of the word s, they 

would remain indifferent to the affixes. Hence, participants were purposefully 
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maintained unaware of the fact that these words had been made-up by the 

researcher. None of the respondents displayed any signs of doubt or ambiguity 

whilst examining the texts (apart from a remark made by one of the participants, 

on how interesting she found the words). 

The original words and the substituted make-up words in the texts were 

as follows; 

INPERTIVE instead of INEXPENSIVE, PRISTS for CYCLISTS, 

. CLAIREMENT instead of REQUIREMENT, in the first warm-up; TRASH instead 

of CRASH, DENTL Y for SAFEL Y and TRANTED instead of PERMITTED in the 

second warm-up text; DELMATION for CELEBRATION, JARNY for PARTY and 

GARTED instead of DRESSED in the first real text, while ENJOY was replaced 

by BENJO, UNWILLING by UNPATE and BERT was used for TRUTH in the 

second real text. 

Questionnaires those were ad ministered to all the students involved their 

earlier educationallife in learning English. 

In self-reporting, they were administered a semi-structured interview 

consisting of open-ended questions to obtain further information about their 

awareness in language learning and use of strategies. 

3.5. Procedure of Data Golleetion 

The following steps were pursued in succession for the calleetion of data: 

1. A questionnaire was handed out to gather information on the students (see 

Appendix 2). 

2. The students underwent two warm-up texts to discover whether or not they 

would employ the think-aloud method (see Appendix 3). 

3. Two of the real texts were given out to those who demonstrated their 

profideney in the warm-up sessions, to conduct the TAP s (see Appendix 4 ). 

4. The study of supportive RS followed the completion of these texts. 
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5. A while later, self-report interviews were made that included an overview of 

topical questions (see Appendix 8). 

3.6. Data Analysis 

3.6.1 Questionnaire 

Students selected in co-ordination with the teachers received a short 

questionnaire prior to the texts; probing their educational background. 

Table1: Educational Background Analysis for the Beginner Level Candidates 

SchooiType Prep Class in Years for 
Partidpants Sex Age (Graduated) Secondary English 

School 

81 M 16 S ta te Yes 4 

82 F 13 S ta te No 3 

83 F 14 S ta te No 3 

84 F 14 S ta te No 3 

85 M 15 S ta te No 3 

As seen on Table 1, all respondents at the beginner's level were 

graduates of the same type of schools. All of the participants were graduated 

from state secondary schools and were for the first time enrolled at a prep 

class, with the exception of one, who had temporari ly attended a prep grade. 

The times that they had so far spent in studying a foreign language is a 

comman denominator, except for that student who had previously partaken in a 

prep course, albeit a transient period of time. 3 of the p·articipants in the group 

were girls while the remainder 2 were boys. 
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Table 2: Educational Background Analysis for the Upper lntermediate Level Candidates 

SchooiType Prep Class in Years for 
Participants Sex Age (Graduated) Secondary English 

School 

U1 F 17 S ta te Yes 6 

U2 F 16 S ta te No 5 

U3 F 16 S ta te No 5 

U4 F 16 S ta te No 5 

U5 F 17 S ta te No 5 

Gender and the secondary school from which they graduated is a 

comman element shared by the students in this group. Except for one of the 

pupils, none had been taught at a prep class at secondary school. Hence the 

time !apse, since that student had begun to learn to speak English is a year 

more than her peers. 

3.6.2. Warm-up 

Respondents were subject to the warm-up texts . The students were 

shortly briefed on the methodology through an introduction on the objectives 

and the content of the study. The respondents listened to a sample TAP tape 

after they were knowledgeable about what to do and how to do it. The warm-up 

session was conducted with everyone of the respondents one by one. The 

sessions were held during the one-hour lunch breaks in the video room that is 

insulated against external noise and interference. There were no problems 

regarding time or the physical conditions. Two of the respondents were 

disqualified from the warm-up due to inadequacy and constant reluctance in 

verbalising their thoughts. 

3.6.3. Think - Aloud Protocol (TAP) 

The TAP sessions were conducted for every one of the individuals, 

believed to be able to use the methodology and having passed the successive 
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selections fallawing the warm-up texts. The first real text was presented to the 

participant, and was duly encouraged to employ the thinking aloud procedure. 

In the meanwhile, the respondent voiced his assumptions for those words 

picked by the researcher. The very same process was then conducted for the 

second real text, whereby the dialogues were recorded for purposes of later 

transcriptian on paper. The sessions including the RSs usually lasted 1-1.5 

hours. lt clearly took the beginners langer to complete the sessions, compared 

to their intermediary counterparts. The majority tended to review same of the 

sentences in repetition due to limited vocabulary. Three of the participants of a 

beginner's level constantly exhibited a clear lack of proficiency and self

confidence with their expressions. 

Throughout the study, the respondents managed to continue without any 

pauses in the absence of numerous warnings. The researcher only felt the need 

to probe the respondents 3-4 times as to what they were thinking during a time 

lapse, or pause of more than 15 seconds. 

The respondents were allawed to use their native languages in 

verbalising their thoughts, to overcome the inevitable impediments of a foreign 

language, to provoke multifarious thinking and to enable a more frequent and 

convenient convey of thoughts. Prior research conducted in this field is 

evidential of the benefits of the use of native language (O'Malley&Chamot-

1990). 

3.6.4. Retrospective Sessions (RS) 

The calleetion of RS data followed the TAP sessions with a view to 

supporting the TAP data. Respondents were expected to state the methods 

used in the previous TAP and to back-up their prior actions. While they were 

largely expected to employ the strategies in TAP at the RS stage, same either 

failed to do so, or rendered equal strategies only at the later stages. Even, 

under these circumstances, inspired by previous projects and findings, the 

assessments were largely based on TAP as a priority rather than RS. 

(HAASTRUPT, cited in Faerch&Kasper 1987, pp 287). Just as it was with TAP, 
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in the RS too, texts for guessing were handed out to the respondents and were 

probed on the factors that assisted their recall regardless of any restrictions. 

Although same of the students reverted to the explanation of the texts, the 

researcher would hastily warn them to focus on the words and to cite the clues 

they had used. Naturally enough, respondents took less time in the RS than 

TAP. As they had become more accustomed to the texts and felt more 

comfortable with the methodology, students felt more at ease with the RS, 

taking less time to complete the sessions. The time taken varied between 20 to 

35 minutes. 

3.6.5. Self Report lnterviews 

The last phase of the project was comprised of one-on-one selt-report 

interviews with the respondents. The researcher sought to probe information on 

their guessing skills and personal methods. Hence revealing an insight on the 

metacognitive knowledge of the respondents, whose battom line is 

demonstrated on the clues derived from the knowledge, thoughts and methods 

practised in learning a foreign language. 

The related studies were recorded a week fallawing the completion of 

TAP and RS sessions, during the course of which, open-ended questions were 

used to gain an insight on their means of guessing and the strategies applied. 

The questions posed to the respondents are shown on Appendix H. As the 

questions were geared to the attainment of the highest quantity of information 

from the students, respondents were permitted to slightly deflect from the 

questions and to address topics that may not be of direct relevance. These 

interviews were by large in the form of questions and answ~rs, hardly strictly 

formal or confining for the interviewee. The respanses were then appraised in 

the various categories designated by Flavell (1979) and later used by Carrell 

(1989). The analyses were driven by the said categorisation process. 



CHAPTER4 

DATA ANAL YSIS & DISCUSSION 

4.1 Overview of the study 

This study aims to d iseover whether five beginner and anather five upper 

intermediate students make use of the guessing method for un known word s ina 

reading text, the method of guessing employed, the frequency at which different 

guessing methods are resorted to and the insights, feelings and judgements of 

the EFL students. The faremost method to be used was TAP while RS served 

complimentary purposes. Selt-report interviews were conducted to unravel the 

insights, practices and judgements of the students. 

Here firstly, the procedure of analysis is deseribed and then the results 

will be presented. 

A strategy list was identified, based on Haastrupt's study (cited in 

Faerch&Kasper, 1987) and the transcriptions of the students to display all the 

strategies employed in guessing. 

Table 3 demonstrates the strategies involved and their brief explanations. 

Once the strategies were enlisted, they were encoded. Fallawing the 

completion of TAP and RS exercises by the respondents, they were transeribed 

in full. The transcriptions were read through one by one and all the strategies for 

each one of the un known words in the two texts were pinpointed and encoded. 

Once all the words were scanned in both of the texts, the strategies cited in the 

RS were also similarly reviewed and encoded. 

The next step involved a comparison of the two analyses, the analysis of 

TAP's and the analysis of RS's. If a strategy was only cited in the RS, its 
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nurnerical value featured an annexed (R). The encoding and transcriptian 

systems were referenced in the appendices 5 & 6. 

Table 3: Strategy List Used for the Analysis on the Basis of Haastrupt's Study 

Strategy Explanation 

A Word Analysis Recognition or analysing affixes in the test word 

B Knowledge of the World Use of World background knowledge to guess the test word 

c Self questioning Questions asked by the subjects themselves to guess the 
test word 

D Uncertainty of familiarity Familiarity with the test word somehow, but difficulty in 
remembering where and when the word had been seen or 
learned 

E lnter-lingual collocation Use of collocation word knowledge based on Turkish to 
guess the test word 

F Part of speech Recognition of the parts of the speech of the test word 

G Translation Translating some words in the sentence with the test word 
or the sentence itself with the test word into Turkish 

H lnter-lingual Phonological assodation of the test word or a word in the 
phonological assodation cantext which helps in determin ing the meaning of the test 

word with a word in Turkish 

ı lntra-lingual Phonological assodation of the test word or a word in the 
phonological assodation cantext which helps in determin ing the meaning of the test 

word with a word in English 

J Contextual clues A meaningful combining a word , a phrase, a group of words 
in the sentence with the test word as a whole in the reader's 
point of view. 

The reliability of the analyses was ensured by the researcher, who 

reviewed the results twice once a week. The results were reviewed twice by the 

researcher, with a one week time !apse, for purposes of reliability of data and 

the analyses. During the second examination, a fellow teacher was also 

consulted to verify the results. The encoding done by the researcher and the 

assistant teacher was compatible to one anather with the exception of one or 

two minor points. The little disagreement over some points was rectified by 

means of listening to the relevant parts one more time, and in particular by 

reviewing the difference between the strategy G and the strategy J, which at 

times were seen to overlap. A more detailed analysis led to the corrections, 

al beit minor, on so me of the respondents' results. 
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4.2. Resu lts of the Study 

4.2.1.The Analysis of TAP and RS- The Beginners 

After the encoding process was over, the strategies used by the 

respondents and the frequency at which they appear gave us same clues. The 

strategies used in the TAP and RS for each word in the texts can be seen 

below. 

Table: 4 TAP & RS Analysis- PartiGipant B1 

TAP Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian J1 
Jarny 81 F1 G1 
Garted F2 J2J3 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Benja J2 
Unpate A1 J1 
B ert J3J4 

RS Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian J1 
Jarny J2J3 
Garted G1 11 J4 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Benja J1 
Unpate J2 
B ert J3 

Looking at the TAPs and RSs of the beginner respondents, with 81 more 

predisposed to employ text level strategies than other participants, he 

disseminated his thoughts throughout the text and the links between the 

sentences when reading; although not very many types of strategies were 

attested. What was particularly interesting about this respondent was that 

whatever he conveyed during the TAP, did not occur at the RS. The partidpant 

demonstrated self canfidence and completed the exercise swiftly. 
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82 had a challenging time discovering the cantext clues due to restrained 

knowledge, although he made use of a wide variety of strategies, was among 

those who most frequ ently resorted to the G strategy (i.e translation) and was 

extremely tenacious and probing . 

Table: 5 TAP & RS Analysis - PartiGipant B2 

TAP Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian A1 F1 G1,2 11,2 J1 
Jarny G3 J2 
Garted 81 D1 F2 G4,5,6 13 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
8enja G1 
Unpate J1 
8ert G2 11 

RS Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian G1 11 
Jarny G2 
Garted G3 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
8enja J1 
Unpate A1 J2 
8ert 81 G1,2 

As it was with the other beginners, 83 alsa largely exercised the 

translation method especially due to inadequacy in his grammar and 

vocabulary, which he attempted to disguise through his experiences and real 

life knowledge. His persistence and self confident approach enabled him to 

make correct or nearly correct guesses at most times. 

84 was the least successful among the beginners, who neither employed 

very many nor a variety of strategies in her attempts. She did not only suffer 

from an insufficient vocabulary and confined knowledge but was extraordinarily 

inattentive and self conscious which naturally resulted in less strategies in 

number and type and miscalculated guesses. 

85 was one of the most stimulating participants, who was overly self 

confident and had a better word knowledge when compared to other 

respondents. Heskimmed through both texts in think aloud, partitioning the 
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Table: 6 TAP & RS Analysis- PartiGipant B3 

TAP Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D ı E F G H ı J 
Delmatian 81,4 ı G1 ,2,8 J1 ,2 
Jarny 83 ı G5,6 
Garted 82 C1,2 ı ı F1 G3,4,7 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
8enja 81 J1 
Un pa te A1 82 J2 
8ert G1 J3,4 

RS Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D ı E ı F G H ı J 
Delmatian ı ı J1 
Jarny ı ı G1 
Garted ı ı ı G2 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
8enja J1 
Unpate A1 8 1 J2,3 
8ert 82,3 G1,2 J4 

Table: 7 TAP & RS Analysis- PartiGipant B4 

TAP Analysis 
TEXT2 A B c D ı E F G H ı J 
Delmatian J1 
Jarny G1 
Garted ı G2 

TEXT2 A B c D ı E l F G H ı J 
8enja ı ı G1 
Unpate C1 ı ı G2 
8ert ı l G3 

RS Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H l ı J 
Delmatian G1 ı 
Jarny G2 l 
Garted ı G3 ı 
TEXT2 A B c D ı E F ı G H ı ı J 
8enja ı ı G1 l 
Unpate ı ı ı 
8ert ı ı G2 l 
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sentences into smail parts, and translated them as he saw directly into Turkish. 

He was so very proficient in doing so that he at times tended to get carried 

away and completed the TAP process without linking the sentences or 

interpreting the text as a whole. He ended up interpreting the text and explained 

the cantext clues at the RS stage. 

Table: 8 TAP & RS Analysis- Participant 85 

TAP Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian G1 H1 
Jarny G2 
Garted G3 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G ı H ı J 
8enja ı J1 
Unpate G1 ı 
8ert G2 ı 

RS Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian J1 
Jarny 81 F1 J2 
Garted J3 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
8enja J1 
Unpate 8 1 J2 
8ert J3 

4.2.2. The Analysis of TAP and RS- The Upper-intermediate Participants 

Among the results attained by participants at the upper intermediate level, 

U1 did not only employ a multitude of strategies but widely resorts to word 

knowledge for the texts and the inclusive words. Both U2 and U3 have alsa 

repeated ly used a certa in strategy, the strategy F (the part of speech). 
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Table: 9 TAP & RS Analysis- Participant U1 

TAP Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F ı G ı H ı J 
Delmatian B1 1 1 J1 
Jarny C1 1 1 J2 
Garted B2 

1 1 J3 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G 1 H ı J 
Benja A1 1 J1 
Unpate F1 1 

B ert G1 ı 

RS Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F 1 G ı H ı J 

1 ı 

Delmatian 81 ı G1 1 

ı 

Jarny 82 ı 1 

Garted 83 ı G2 ı 

TEXT2 A B c D E F 1 G 1 H ı J 
1 

8enja F1 
1 

Unpate 1 J1 
8ert 

1 J2 

Table: 10 TAP & RS Analys is - Participant U2 

TAP Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F 1 G ı H ı J 
Delmatian F1 1 

ı J1 1 

Jarny F2 1 G1 ı 
Garted F3 ı G2 1 

TEXT2 A B c D E F 1 G 
1 

H ı J 
8enja F1 

1 ı J1 
Unpate A1 F2 1 1 J2 
8ert F3 1 1 

J3 ! ı 

RS Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F 1 G 1 H ı J 
Delmatian 

1 
J1 

Jarny F1 G1 1 J2 J3 
Garted F2 1 J4 

TEXT2 A B c D E F 1 G 1 H ı J 
8enja 8 1 1 1 J1 
Unpate F1 ı 1 J2 1 

8ert 1 1 J3 
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Table: 11 TAP & RS Analysis - Participant U3 

TAP Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian F1 G1 ,G2 

Jarny F2 G3 
Garted 81 F3 G4 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
8enja F1 J1 
Unpate C1 F2 J2 
8ert C2C3 F3 G1 J3 

RS Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F ı G H ı J 
Delmatian F1 J1 
Jarny J2 
Garted F2 G1 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
8enja 81 C1 J1 
Unpate J2 
8ert J3 

Table: 12 TAP & RS Analysis- Participant U4 

TAP Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian 81 G1 J1 
Jarny 82 
Garted 83 G2 

TEXT2 A B c D E F ı G H ı J 
8enja 81 1 G1 J1 ,2,3 

Unpate A1 ı 
8ert ı J4 

RS Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian 81 J1 
Jarny 82 F1 J2 
Garted J3 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
8enja J1 
Unpate A1 J2 
8ert G1 J3J4 
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Table: 13 TAP & RS Analysis- Participant U5 

TAP Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian G1 
Jarny G2 
Garted J1 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G ı H ı J 
Benja ı J2 
Unpate A1 ı J1J3 
B ert ı ı J4 

RS Analysis 
TEXT1 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Delmatian 81 G1 J1 
Jarny 82 G2 
Garted J2 

TEXT2 A B c D E F G H ı J 
Benja 81 ,83 J2 
Unpate 82 J1 
B ert J3 

The Table 13 displays the contrary case such as with U5, where 

respondents have totally refrained from using any one of the strategies. 

Similarly, U4 preferred to refer to her world knowledge for the texts and the 

words involved. In general, upper intermediate respondents exercised diverse 

strategies in the texts and their guesses were by large driven by context clues. 

Translation served as a complimentary aid, helping to highlight the contextual 

links. 

Table 14 displays the strategies employed by the respondents for each one 

of the six words, the frequency at which they were exercised and their 

interpretations. Table 14 was based upon the criteria deseribed below; 

1. If the respondents conveyed any one of the strateg ies both in the TAP 

and RS, they were directly paid attention to. Hence the method 

employed in the TAP was also used during the RS or solely for TAP 

and since RS serves a complimentary purpose for TAP, the results 

were directly quantitative. 

2. If the respondent u sed the method for the TAP but not for RS, it was 

alsa taken into consideration. As mentioned earlier on, while the TAP 
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values have a preliminary impact on the resul ts, the RS only supports 

the TAP. 

3. If the respondent made use of any method at the RS, that was absent 

during the TAP, the values have been indicated with an assigned (R) on 

Table 14. 

Table 14 has been illustrated with due consideration to the aforementioned 

criteria. 

Table 15 deseribes the rate at which various strategies were employed 

by the respondents at different levels. 

The results of the analyses evidence that while respondents at the 

beginners level used translation, contextual clues and the word knowledge, 

upper intermediaries resorted to contextua l clues, translation, parts of speech 

and word knowledge respectively. lt is clear that there is not a single comman 

Table: 14 Strategies Employed by the Respondents- in Abridged Form 

A B c D E F G H ı 

u B u B u B u B u B u B u B u B u B u 
Delmatian 1 2R 2 2 1 4 6 1 2 3 

1 R1 R1 R2 
Jarny 1R 2 1 2 1 3 6 1 

2 R1 R1 R1 R4 
Garted 3 2 2 1 2 3 3 8 1 2 

R1 R1 R1 R2 
Benjo 1 1R 1 R1 2 1 2 7 

4 R1 
Unpate 3 2 R1 1 1 1 3 2 4 

R1 R1 R2 
B ert R3 2 2 2 4 1 4 

R1 R2 R2 

strategy of cheice for both of the groups. Beginners opted for the translation 

method while upper intermediaries mostly resorted to seek contextual clues. 

The diverging preliminary and secondary methods of preference between the 

two groups stern from the insufficiencies in grammar and word knowledge of the 

beginners and their inability to link the results of the contextual clues in spite of 

the multitude of the strategies employed in haste and their failure to appraise 

the text in its totality. Looking at the TAP results, it is clear that the beginners 

J 
B 

5 
R1 
1 
R3 
2 
R1 
3 
R1 
3 
R2 
4 
R1 
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Table 15: The Rates of Strategies Employed by the Respondents at Different Levels 

Strategy TAP RS Total 

Type Beginner Up per Beginner Upper Beginner Up per 

A 4 3 o 1 4 4 

B 7 8 8 5 ı 15 ı 13 

c 4 3 1 o 5 ı 3 

D o 1 o o o 1 

E o o o o o ı o 

F 13 5 2 1 15 ı 6 

G 13 28 3 4 16 ı 32 

H o 1 o o o ı 1 

ı o 4 o 1 o ı 5 

J 25 18 12 9 37 27 

Total 66 71 26 21 92 ı 92 

made use of the all the different three strategies compared to the other group. 

The beginners employed nine whereas the upper intermediaries benefited from 

six strategies. Although there was not a major discrepancy in the frequencies, 

the beginners employed . strategies more often than the intermediate 

respondents (71 strategies used by the beginners and 66 by the upper 

intermediaries). There is not a marked difference between the rates at which 

both groups made use of the A,B and C strategies (word analysis, word 

knowledge and self questioning) during the TAP session , while the use of 

strategies F, G and H (parts of speech, translation and cantext clues) displays a 

plausible divergence. The greatest contradiction lies with strategy F, related to 

parts of speech when looked at in terms of the most widely used methods. 

While the beginners resorted to strategy F same five times, the respondents at 

the upper intermediate level employed it a far greater 13 times. 

A comparison based on the nurnerical values derived from the TAP and 

RS analyses, reveals that strategy B in particular (word knowledge) was 

employed during the RS and failed to appear during the TAP, contrary to the 

use of other methods. The reasons may be interpreted in a number of ways. 
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According to the observations of the researcher, the respondents felt more at 

ease during the RS due to the experiences acquired at the TAP process, and 

were only able to conduct a thorough interpretation of the excerpt come the RS 

stage as they were geared to concentrate and focus upon words rather than the 

textasa whole at the TAP. lt could alsa be that, although the respondents were 

asked to immediately cite what goes across their minds in full at the think aloud 

process, they might lack in skills or could have remained indifferent to a certain 

extent. 

The implementation of strategies exhibit stimulating aspects when 

appraised in d eta il. For instance strategy A (word analysis) w as mostly u sed for 

the word unpate in either one of the groups . Although the method did not 

appear to be utilised for any other word, it became the strategy of choice with 

unpate in both of the groups. In fact it must be highlighted that, even the 

respondent who resorted to word analysis for benjo, employed the strategy 

because the word in question was thought to be a prefix for the succeeding 

word . Hence the strategy that must be considered falls sornewhere in between 

strategies A and F. The researcher this time has opted for strategy A. lt is clear 

that word structure plays an important role in the designation of strategies and 

that for certain words the respondents have demonstrated a comman trend. 

Strategy B or word knowledge was made use of by all the respondents, 

but when looked at in terms of the texts or the words it was used for; we can 

see that its most comman use rests in the Wedding in relation to all the words 

cited in the text (delmation, jarny and garted). Similarly when used for the other 

text, the majority of the participants u sed the strategy on ly in relation to the word 

benjo. Thus, the topic of the text and the testing words play a determining role 

in the selection of the strategies to be employed . Clearly, the type of strategies 

may be influenced by the reading material. 

As for Strategy C, one of the participants made frequent use of it in the 

same text (U3 - 3R1 ). The researcher sees the reason for his habitual resort to 

the strategy as being the difficulty experienced in reading the text and the lack 

of canfidence in the guesses and the views expressed . 
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Two of the five participants at the upper intermediate level ended up 

employing strategy F for all the words tested. lt was unusual that both of the 

respondents used the strategy as a stepping stone for all the analyses that they 

endeavoured, raising the question as to whether persons may acquire a habit of 

using a single strategy by time. !ncluding the warm up sessions, the 

participants insisted on using and formulating their guesses based on one 

strategy. Their habits may become influential in guiding the respondents 

towards the persistent use of or denial of certain methods in the reading 

materi al. 

Strategy G appears to be largely favoured for word s tested in the first text 

rather than the latter, evideneing that words and the text itself influences the 

choice of strategies by the students. 

Contextual clues or strategy J was the most favoured method of the 

respondents at the upper intermediate level and the second best strategy for 

the beginners. All upper intermediaries resorted to J for all of the tested words, 

despite the divergence in the values, while the beginners chose J for certain 

words such as de!mation. Surprisingly however, two of the beginners, U4 and 

U5 rarely employed J in their TAPs. Nevertheless U4 and U5 highly differ from 

one another. While U4 had a difficult time understanding the words and the text 

due to the scarcity of his knowledge, proving to be incompetent in the use of 

strategies (the least proficient among his peers in terms of the use of strategies 

and the frequency at which he employed them) as he could hardly transcend 

the words to comprehend the text; 85 either totally refrained from or rarely 

made use of J during the TAP. Nevertheless strategy J was widely used during 

the RS. Moreover, his guesses were outstandingly accurate and agile. Although 

participant 85 seemed to conduct translations during the TAP, which were 

utterly irrelevant to one another, the respondent was actually interpreting the 

textasa whole simultaneously in spite of the fact that he d id not voice them out 

lo u d. 

At times it was challeng ing to differentiate between strateg ies G 

(translation) and J (contextual clues) as they overlapped and were used at the 

same time. Those who employed either one of the strategies must have made 
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use of the former at the same time. lt all depended on to what extent the 

partiGipant linked a word, a cluster of word s or a sentence to the rest of the text 

when translating them. Strategy J was present and employed if there was a 

coherence in the text where all the phrases or words translated were linked to 

one another. Looking at the values, strategy J appears to be seen in the areas 

of high value and strategy G falls in the domain of lower values or vice versa. 

The correlation is only natural in terms of the relationship between the two 

strategies. 

Conclusively, the respondents' choice of strateg ies is more a function of 

the morphological and phonological structure of word s and the text itself rather 

than their level of competency. There were alsa exceptional cases to the 

overriding principle like when respondents failed to grasp the subject matter, 

persisted on one of the strategies or total Iy refrained from others. 

4.2.3. The Analysis of Self Report lnterviews: 

The analyses of the results attained ın the self report interviews 

conducted as a supplement to the TAP and RS processes, has been 

categorised and is presented below along with an overview of the extracts 

derived from the reports. The process of categorisation is based upon a study 

conducted by Carrell (1989) on metacognitive awareness. Hence, the results of 

the self report interviews are as follows: 

Self Concept as a Guesser: 

The respanses given by the students on their guessing practices since 

their enrolment at the super high schools can be classified under the fallawing 

headings. 

All of the respondents claimed that they had never practised a method 

such as guessing during their middle school years, that they were never asked 

to or guided in the directian of guessing by their tutors, and that with the 

insufficiency of their vocabulary at the time they had especially begun to guess 
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word meanings as of the second half of their preparatory classes, in particular 

during their spare time readings. The students cited that they all marked 

unfamiliar words in their reading material and looked them up in the dictionary, 

which was hardly efficient as the words were easily forgotten. They all testified 

that guessing word meanings before looking them up in the dictionary had 

become habitual in their present classes and that they had begun to implement 

the method when reading outside school. All of the participants ascertained the 

progress they had made since they joined the school they are presently taught 

at, now that they know the dictionary is not the only way to deal with unknown 

words. All, claimed to be more confident with guessing now than they had been 

before. A remark made by one of the participants is especially noteworthy in 

terms of the progress he feels he has gained now that he has begun to guess 

meanings in relation to the entire cantext and the connection between the 

sentences, a breakthrough from the times when he merely focused on the word 

in an attempt to derive its meaning. 

Table 16 Progress on Participants' Guessing Practices for the Self Concept Category 

SELF CONCEPT 

A. Vocabulary Development 

B. Enhanced language proficiency (Overall) 

C. The ability to add own thoughts and comments 

D. Ease in skipping certain words 

E. Ability to read story books 

F. Acquisition of self canfidence 

G. Judgement skills 

U2: 

U2: BJ. 82' 

8 1, 82 

U2 
U1 

U2 

83, 82 

fi4 

..... 1 do not thin k that English lessons at middle school were of any benefit to 

me. Guessing, or interpreting words was definitely out of question. 1 would have 

to mark the words and then look them up in the dictionary ...... . 
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The remarks made by the respondents on their ability in guessing word 

meanings has been derived from their testimony in the self report interviews. 

The over arching result has been the expansion in the vocabulary of the 

participants. The beginners in particular have also mentioned a boost in their 

self confidence. 

Task Purpose: 

Some clues could be obtained from the statements made by the 

respondents as to the accuracy of the objectives assigned, with due respect to 

the significance of guessing in linguistic aptitude. 

Enhanced and accurate guessing will not only enable the students to read 

faster and better understand texts in exams or text book exercises but will 

provide an incentive for the acquisition of new words and reading books and 

magazines during their spare times; the process for which will be accelerated 

and becomes more meaningful. 

Table 17 displays the results related to the task purpose, extrapolated 

from the responses. 

Table 17 Participants ' Purposes in Using Guessing as a Strategy. 

TASK PURPOSE 

A. Mind challenging 

B. Word recall 

C. Saves time 

D. Prevents distraction and maintains coherence in the text 

E. lnstils self canfidence 

F. S ense of pleasure 

B2, 83, 84 Ul U3, U4 .J.L; 

83~84-;ss , L.JT7D4; o~ 
02, Ş1 

Almost all of the respondents expressed their tendeney to guess the 

meaning of the word rather than resorting to the dictionary at first glance with 

the exception of one upper intermediate student who claimed to prefer to look 

up in the dictionary when he does not have the time to spend on going through 

the text (U3). lnterestingly, although respondents cited that guessing was far 
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more difficult (U4,U5) and time consuming (U2,U3) than looking a word up, they 

did not hesitate to guess words during both at and outside school hours; 

bearing in mind the benefits of guessing through own experiences and 

interpretations. lt seemed that the dictionary was used as a last resort when 

guessing proved tutile or asa means of verifying their assumptions. (U1 ,U3). 

All of the beginners too admitted that they tried guessing prior to the 

dictionary. Only one of the respondents (82) said that he first finds all of the 

unfamiliar words in a text and then looks them up especially when doing his 

homework or in reading texts that he does not quite enjoy. The same student 

acquiesced that he attempts to guess words when reading attentively. He 

justified his choice in saying that the dictionary was less timely and more 

effective although guessing was by far a more amusing process. As it were 

among the upper intermediates, there were members of this group who always 

(83, 84, 85) or often (82) opted for the guessing method despite the fact that it 

was (82) or most often (85,83) a more challenging or a more time consuming 

(84, 82, 83) task to endeavour. The majority justified their resort to the 

dictionary as an all times (84, 85) or a frequent (B 1) means of verifying the ir 

forecasts, with others preferring the dictionary as a last resort 

The respondents held more or less unanimous views on the benefits of 

the guessing method. They contended that there were two advantages to be 

gained. Three of the respondents claimed that guessing triggered or compelled 

their minds, while two students opted for the guessing method because it was 

an easier method for learning and helped to recall words in the langer time 

frame. Although the participants' respanses reflect a level of awareness of both 

the purpose, for same it was not a high awareness. As evidenced by the Table 

17, the majority of the respondents in question failed to mention its advantages 

in terms of faster reading and better understanding. In spite of the fact that 

guessing is used to that end during exams or when reading stories, the students 

did not highlight the inherent functionality of the strategy. lt was astounding to 

discover that guessing bolstered the participants ' self esteem. Over half of the 

students agreed on the canfidence boosting role of guessing. 8elow are same 

examples which can illustrate the readers' knowledge about task purpose. 
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U2: 

.... . looking a word up in the dictionary ta kes mo re time. Guessing is more time 

efficient. 1 must have gathered something if 1 can interpret the words. The only 

advantage is that it saves time because for all you know you might end up 

guessing wrong ..... 

The respondent quoted above fails to mention that guessing enables a 

quicker acquisition. Nor does he quote the other advantages involved. Some of 

the respondents have clearly stressed that guessing may misguide them and 

lead to misconceptions. Kelly (1990) encourages learners to verify guesses by 

looking the words up ina dictionary. He says that "if the learner on encountering 

a new item has to stop and ... ... .. needs to verify the guess ..... to avoid the 

possibility of storing an erroneous meaning in memory ... , the only way he can 

do this is to look (it) up in a dictionary" (p.204 ). 

Anather student validates the point. Although his first choice of action is 

to guess, he stresses that it may have ambiguous results . 

U3: 

.• •. 1 can't say whether it is an effective method or not. .. Actually 1 never thought 

of it. .. lt maybe better to look it up in the dictionary to get the exact meaning, to 

come across other new words and to gain an insight on the different forms. Like 

1 were in the prep class even if 1 have the time to do the guessing and look at 

the rest of the text, 1 make su re to verify and cross check from the dictionary .... 

Without realis ing the respondent has managed to balance his choices 

Nation and Coady (1988), while presenting learners with a procedure consisting 

of five steps to make use of avai lable cantext clues to guess the meaning of 

words, also encourage students to check that their guesses are correct by 

looking them up ina dictionary. 

While one of the students (U3) claimed that guessing took far too much 

time another, in line with the majority (U2) boasted that it was highly time 

efficient and prevented deviation from the text. U3 complained that guessing 

took more time than looking a word up in the dictionary and inhibited any 

possibility of learning related words. 
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Task Difficulty: 

All of the respondents with the exception of one (U3) have remarked that 

unfamiliar words in their reading material do not cause any problems. The one 

who maintained that unknown words would be problematic had serious 

reservations on the advantages of guessing over the dictionary search. Others 

stressed the need to gain a thorough understanding of the text, sentence or 

paragraph prior to guessing when encountering unfamiliar words. The fallawing 

answers given in the self report interviews include insights on the solutions 

devised to handie situations they deem to be challenging. 

U 1: The re aren't any problems if it is not to o specific a text. Usually it 

creates problems if the material is beyand my level of English like my dad's 

magazines. Similarly when reading other types of magazines 1 can stili get an 

understanding although it is not as thorough as reading a magazine in Turkish. 

If 1 can grasp the meaning of the paragraph ı do not really bather with the 

word s. 

U2: 1 don't live any problems. lt is totally to do with my imagination. If 1 

manage to understand the text 1 can easily guess the meaning of the word. 

Otherwise 1 can't. 1 can guess the meaning of a word if 1 don't know it but if 1 

don't understand anything from the text l've got to look it up . If it's a critica! word 

1 look at other forms. 

U3: Not in stories, but it becomes more difficult to understand a text in 

the course books. Like in the fill in the gaps exercises the options may be too 

difficult to choose from. The only thing that bothers me is that it takes too much 

time. Only then do 1 look it up. 

U4: Words thc;ıt l've seen or heard before aren 't an issue but words that 

12ve never heard of or seen before may be troublesome. For such words 1 use 

the methods that 1 usually do. 1 look at the text or the preceding paragraph to 

discover its meaning. If 1 stili can not find it 1 look it up in the glossary, if there is 

one, or look for it ina dictionary. 
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U5: 1 don't really have any problems but there may be sentences with a 

grammar l've never seen before. What 1 then do is spl it up the sentence and try 

to understand its meaning through translation. 

B 1: The problem could that e ith er 1 don't k now anything about the word 

or that 1 haven't managed to understand anything about the text. 1 try to figure 

out its meaning by reading it over and over again. 1 alsa look it up. 

82: When you read a text and you don't even understand the title. Or the 

sentence may not make sense. Or you look at the word and you can 't teli from 

its structure. 1 continue to read and try to get and overall understanding when 

l've read the whole text. If 1 can find a clue 1 go back to the sentences over and 

over again. 

83: At first 1 usually think that 1 won't be able to get over it but once you 

start it just happens. There are hardly ever any word s that are totally unfamiliar. 

If the sentence 1 resort to as a reterence is just as difficult 1 have to look it up in 

a dictionary. 

84: If it is a difficult text and if 1 don't understand anything about it 1 try 

and find clues. And then you end up having doubts as to whether if it is not 

right. You may doubt what you guess. Then 1 look at other words. 

85: If 1 don't know a word at the beginning it's really a trouble. First 1 

check the word. If it seems totally alien, complicated and made up of strange 

letters then 1 get really curious. 1 think about it if only it's a critica! word though. 1 

look at the sentence structure, the types of words or its Turkish counterpart. If 1 

stili can't figure it out 1 make sure to look it up. 

The Table 18 exhibits the respanses made on task difficulty by the 

students. 

As seen on the Table 18, the respondents may at times feel a lack of 

canfidence in their guesses, whereas the dictionary is more reliable. The 

reluctance to guess unknown words is ever more aggravated under those 

conditions, when the respondent is surrounded by his peers, with due respect to 

his age, and the fear of making a mistake in the class, which might lower their 

grades. The participants testified in that direction, claiming that it often had a 
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serious impact on their performance. Many opt for using the dictionary rather 

than making guesses, to quell that dilemma. 

Table 18 The Difficulties encountered by the Participants in Guessing Practices 

TASK DIFFICUL TY 

A. Not going into the details 

8 . A specific topic and related jargon 

C. lnability to understand the majority of the word s in a sentence 

D. lnability to underst& the textasa whole, fragmented understanding 

E. Ambiguity , fear of contempt U2 03 Oj 

F. Disliked topics 82 
G. Canfronting the un known at the beginning of the text, h esitatian 

H. Difficulty with the morphology 

1. A painstaking process, time restrictions 

J. Not reading in detail 

K. Never encountering the word 

L. Complicated sentences (word, grammar) 

M. Anxiety lived before starting to read a text, fear of failure 

N. Reluctance created by obligation i.e. hornewark 

O. Difference between a story and a text u 3 

P. Unknown word being the key word E32 , E35 , u1. u~ 

The respanses to the question on task difficulty embody signs on the 

difficulty of guessing, whereas the participants seemed to be indecisive or 

overly hesitant in overcoming the problems related to guessing or exerting effort 

to that end. The inadequacy or reluctance in guessing, deprives the participants 

of the agility to devise solutions and renders them weak. As UB asserted, 

" .. . What sart of a problem could 1 come across? lt is all to do with my 

imagination. If it is a critica! word 1 look to see if it is a verb or an adjective. 1 try 

to grasp the meaning from the text. .. ". 

Looking at the real life experiences (TAP) of the respondent, the strategy 

proposed (part of speech) to unravel a critica! word in a sentence (that which is 

key to the overall meaning of the text) does not seem to hold any truth . The 
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student often employs the same strategy for those words which are not so 

critica! in the text, which he could immediately guess without much of a hassle. 

Her assertian that guessing is totally relevant to one's imagination and 

interpretation is symptomatic of his inabil ity to observe self performance. 

Looking at the re al life experiences (TAP) of the respondent, the strategy 

proposed (part of speech) to unravel a critica! word in a sentence (that which is 

key to the overall meaning of the text) does not seem to hold any truth. The 

student often employs the same strategy for those words which are not so 

critica! in the text, which he could immediately guess without much of a hassle. 

Her assertian that guessing is totally relevant to one's imagination and 

interpretation is symptomatic of his inability to observe self performance. 

Although U3 highlights same problems related to the learning of words, 

she too admitted that it was more difficult to guess words during the exams or 

text books when compared to similar experiences in story books. U3 stressed 

that the story line and the series of events that take place in a certain order 

facilitate the guessing process. She failed to propose any solutions related to 

overcoming the difficulty of other texts. 

" .. Usually when reading a book, guessing is much easier, 1 can teli from 

the cantext and the story line, but the passages in our text books are far more 

difficult. . . " Anather problem was to do w ith the multiple choice fill in the gaps, 

guessing exercises found in their work books. The respondents often made an 

issue of how too simi lar the choices given were and that it was challenging and 

at times almost impossible to choose between the options. Nevertheless none 

of the strategies were not offered asa solution to the problem. 

U4, 83 and 85 commented that apart from the familiar and yet unknown 

words that the respondent had previously heard of or had come across in one 

way or the other, unfamiliar words whose grammatical structure may be equally 

alien for the respondent hinder the guessing process. They seek their way out 

in the aforementioned ways or resort to the preceding paragraph for a 

reference. 
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U4 indicated that she usually does not put in more effort if he manages to 

grasp more or ıess an understanding of the word. " ... There are words that ı 

have seen or heard of before. But 1 don 't know the meaning of the word 

although ı have seen it samewhere before. 1 find such words easier to guess. If 

they are totally unfamiliar, words that 1 come across for the first time and if their 

structure is just as compıicated then 1 refer to the methods we talked of before. 

If ı can't figure it out 1 ıook it up in the dictionary ... " 

U5 elaborated, that the difficuıty in guessing ıs ın correlation to the 

number of unfamiliar words in the text. Anather obstacle that impedes the 

guessing process is the long syntactic structure and complicated grammar. 

Under these circumstances, she respondents seemed to have opted for 

translation and tend to be predisposed to split the sentences into shorter 

phrases. 

U5: " ... If ı manage to gain an understanding of the text, ı can guess the 

word. The difficuıty does not really ıie in how compıicated a word is but is to do 

with the number of unfamiıiar words. If there are numerous words, ı can hardıy 

understand the material, hence it becomes impossibıe to guess their individual 

meanings. Sametimes the sentences may invoıve totally unfamiıiar rules of 

grammar. These are the more compıex sentences. What ı then do is spıit the 

sentence, !ike 1 transiate the bit before the comma and attempt to figure it out 

that way ... " 

How To Guess Strategies: 

The methods used by the students in guessing give us an overview of 

the strategies empıoyed in each case. 

U1: 

• There isn't any particuıar method. 

• ı ıook at the sentence itself. (strategy B/J) 

• 1 ıook at the key words. (strategy G/J) 

• 1 look at the fallawing word, whether it is a noun, verb or if it is used in 

the form of an adverb (strategy A/F) 



U2: 

U3: 

U4: 

U5: 

B1: 

B2: 

ss 

• 1 transiate the phrase (strategy G) 

• 1 can teli from where the word is placed in the sentence (strategy F) 

• According to the 

• sentence meaning and the articles (strategy G/J) 

• 1 interpret it (strategy B) 

• 1 try to guess from the overall meaning of the text (strategy G/J) 

• The story line (strategy G/J) 

• The grammatical structure (strategy F) 

• The affixes (strategy A) 

• The pages, the excerpt in general and the preceding paragraph 

(strategy G/J) 

• 1 don't employ any particular method . 

• The theme, the story line, the antecedent and proceeding words 

(strategy G/J) 

• The antecedent and preceding sentences. 1 read again and if necessary 

1 read the whole paragraph again. 1 try to find clues and rationalise. If it 

says for instance that sameone is making clothes then 1 guess that it 

must be the tailor. (strategy G/J/B) 

• 1 look at where and how it is used in the sentence. (strategy F) 

• 1 look at the affixes (strategy A) 



83: 

84: 

85: 
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• 1 can teli from the sentence (strategy G/J) 

• 1 look at the preceding and proceeding sentences, and its place in the 

sentence, there might be familiar words next to it which might help me. 

(strategy G/J) 

• 1 would refer to the affixes (strategy A) 

• There is no specific method that 1 use. 

• 1 refer to the fallawing and previous sentences (strategy G/J) 

• 1 refer to the affixes (strategy A) 

• 1 look to see if it isa noun or an adjective (strategy F) 

• There are no underlying methods .. . l read the sentence again, think to 

myself and see whether 1 know the word or not. 

• 1 refer to the suffixes (strategy A) 

• ls the word an adjective or a verb? (strategy F) 

• 1 look at the sernantic links between the sentences (strategy G/J) 

lt is noteworthy that the majority of the participants either failed to mention 

the particular strategies employed during the TAP or did not refer to the 

strategies cited above, although clearly insisted upon by the moderator. The 

inconsistency perceived in the claims of the participants and their actual 

practices stem from a lack of thorough knowledge and practice in the domain of 

methods and strategies that influences their learning skil ls. The lack of 

awareness or cognisance on the part of the respondents leads to a vicious 

circle and dilemmas. The problem that the participants suffer from is the lack of 

a metacognitive knowledge and awareness, that inhibits the finding of solutions 

once the problems are diagnosed. 

The fallawing strategies in Table 19 have been extrapolated from the 

analyses of the respanses made. 
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Table 19 The Methods Used by the Participants in Guessing 

HOW- TO- GUESS STRATEGIES 

A. Cantext 

B. Part of speech 

C. World knowledge 

D. Word analysis 

E. Translation 

When probed, the most widely voiced means of guessing by the students 

was that of cantext clues, followed by parts of speech and word analysis 

respectively. Despite the fact that the participants said to have mostly referred to 

these strategies, their actual TAP and RS results were totally contradictory, if not 

deviant at times. Only two of the respondents admitted to have used their world 

knowledge, although it was widely employed by both groups in the course of the 

TAP and RS processes. Similarly the parts of speech that was rarely used by the 

beginners in particular was named by tour of the five participants in the selt

report interviews. 

In order to be able to discover the insights, feelings and practices of the 

students, we must not only deliberate upon the categorisation of the analysed 

respanses but mu st al so unravel the extent of the ir self-confidence. 

The most overriding attitudes one must take into consideration in relation 

to the guessing process is the presence of a desire and self-confidence. What 

the participants had told during the self-report interview was the basis for the 

main conclusion about their attitudes in guessing (see Appendix 9). In this 

regard, the clearly expressed desires and self-assurance of the respondents to 

embark upon the guessing process is often hindered by their risk-taking 

abilities. 

Consequently, the results in the self-report interview in regard with the 

process of categorisation based upon Carrell 's study (1989) are as follows: 
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1. Although the participants from each group expressed their preference and 

general progress in guessing, those including the upper-intermediate 

students as well were poor or had difficulty to define particular points in their 

guessing progress. 

2. All of the respondents except one upper-intermediate student expressed their 

tendeney to guess rather than resorting to the dictionary. Their answers 

about what they aimed to use guessing were an eviden ce for the la ek of the ir 

awareness so that their purposes in use of guessing were different in spite of 

being in the same educational environment and the majority of the 

respondents failed to mention its advantages in terms of faster reading and 

better understanding. Task purpose respanses reflect a level of awareness 

but it was not a high awareness. 

3. The joint point the participants at different levels agreed on was the lack of 

having self-confidence about the guesses they made. 

4. Considering the respanses in the categorisation of how-to-guess strategy, all 

the participants at different levels indicated same knowledge of strategies 

but they failed to mention same particular strategies or procedures they used 

during the TAP. 

5. The participants mentioned same difficulties of guessing. Intheir responses, 

usually, they reported similar difficulties in the process of guessing. However, 

they seemed to be indecisive or overly hesitant in overcoming the problems 

they encountered in guessing. They generally recognised problems, but they 

did not seem to act on them effectively. 

6. Dealing with their attitudes in guessing, they didn't have complete self

confidence to take a risk in their practices resulting in lass of metacognitive 

control . 

4.3 Discussion 

As a conclusion, in this chapter, the data obtained both from the selt-report 

interviews and think-aloud protocols by describing strategies of each student in 

detail to overcome the shortcomings of Haynes' study gave a chance to analyse 
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the participants' guessing performances at different levels individually and as a 

group. As mentioned before; despite the fact that the results were not much 

discrepant, differences between two groups were apparent regarding their 

strategy use (strategy type and frequency). Strategy frequency and the use of 

more diverse methods was in favour of the beginners. This fact can be the 

result of beginners' limited language knowledge including vocabulary and 

grammar (Haynes, 1984 ). Beginners als o had a tendeney to use lo cal cl u es 

rather than global clues referring to contextual uses as in the study one by 

Bensoussan and Laufer (1984 ). The frequent use of translation by beginners 

can be explained in terms of the lack of their limited grammar and vocabulary 

knowledge which results in having tendeney to focus on their prior knowledge or 

own thoughts rather than the information in the text and having difficulty to 

connect ideas or meanings within the text into a coherent sequence and also, 

their use of the native language in verbalising during TAP (O'Malley and 

Chamot, 1990). 

Their language knowledge had an effect on their strategy use and 

the re was mo re frequent use of translation by beginners because of the reasons 

which had been explained but, mainly, in both groups, the selection of the 

strategies was more geared to the texts and the structure of words. There was 

not a great difference between the strategies used by the students at different 

levels. That is to say "student level does not appear to have a significant effect 

on lexical guessing in context" (Bensoussan & Laufer, 1984, p.25). 

Information obtained from the self-report and categorisation data 

indicated that these two groups of students shared similarities regarding their 

awareness about guessing. As it was seen in the task-purpose categorisation, 

both the majority of the upper-intermediate and beginner participants 

mentioned their recalling word as an advantage of guessing they gained. 

Moreover, they failed to mention its advantages in terms of faster reading and 

better understanding. But guessing is not effective when it is used as a way to 

learn or teach vocabulary. lt is helpful to increase reading speed as well as to 

strengthen comprehension (Haynes, 1984; Mandria & Boer, 1991) and it may 

not necessarily lead to recall. Dealing with recalling it was found that the words 
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which were learnt through guessing could not be remembered (Mondria and 

Boer, 1991; W. Grabe, 1995). The other similarity shared by two groups was 

that some participants failed to mention the procedures they made in guessing 

during the think-aloud protocol in their self-report interviews. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION & SUGGESTIONS 

5.1 Conclusion 

The study was driven by the desire to discover the strategies employed 

by five beginners and five upper-intermediate learners of English in the high 

school, in guessing the meanings of unfamiliar words and to gather their 

insights on the process. 

In regard to use of guessing as a strategy in reading, this study was 

aimed to answer the following questions; 

What strategies do readers use for guessing the meaning of unknown 

word s in context? (Question 1) 

ls there any differences ın the guessing strategy use between the 

students at different levels? (Question 2) 

After the analysis, it was seen that the students at different levels 

seemed to use the same strategies in many cases. The beginners employed 

nine whereas the upper intermediaries benefited from six strategies. There is 

not a marked difference between the rates at which both groups made use of 

the A, B and C strategies (word analys is, word knowledge and self questioning 

while the use of strategies F, G and H (parts of speech , translation and context 

clues) displays a plausible divergence. The greatest contradiction lies with 

strategy F, related to parts of speech when looked at in terms of the most widely 

used methods. While the beginners resorted to strategy F some five times, the 

respondents at the upper intermediate level employed it a far greater 13 times. 

The resu lts attained among the two different groups evidence the propensity of 

the beginners to employ a wider array and number of strategies in the process 

of guessing. Although the results are not too discrepant, the use of more 

diverse methods was in the favour of the beginners. The use of manifold 
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Clearly, the control and decision-making skills of group members as learners of 

English asa foreign language should be questioned much further. 

With regard to all the participants' performance in guessing, they could 

be thought of as having strategic repertoires and strategy use. But, in the cases 

of same students it didn't necessarily result in the selection and application of 

appropriate strategies to achieve the task. Because the selection and 

application of an appropriate strategy require some control or attention to 

processing (S now & Lohman, 1984 ). This control, often referred to as 

metacognition, includes the knowledge or awareness that certain cognitive 

strategies will be useful (Fiavell, 1979). Although the participants were from two 

different levels, they shared lots of similarities. The difference between the 

students was the selection of appropriate strategies and using effectively to 

achieve the task rather than what they knew about guessing. The participants 

who managed to do that showed more competence at making more accurate 

guesses and a higher level comprehension . Although the upper-intermediate 

students seemed to be more determined and successful regarding the 

participants in this study, they failed to have knowledge about guessing as a 

strategy and their own practises in guessing and alsa have self canfidence at 

taking responsibility in use of guessing like the beginners in terms of the selt

report interviews . 

As a summary, the participants' results indicate that students need help 

to develop strategies to deal with unknown vocabulary and have a control on 

their own learning to become efficient readers. 

5.2. Educational lmplications 

There is a strong correlation between how much people read and how 

many words they know, their proficiency in guessing. So students shou ld be 

encouraged to read as much as they can before they leave classes. As Krashen 

(1989) has argued, plenty of comprehensible input may be the single most 

important factor in second language acquisition, especially when it comes to 

vocabulary building. 
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lt is essential for readers to use strategies to guess meaning before they 

refer to the dictionary since it is argued that overuse of the dictionary distracts 

the reader away from the text (Cohen, 1990). Clarke and Silberstein (1977) 

claimed that in order to read more efficiently, students need to be taught 

strategies, one of which is guessing from the context. The guessing skill has 

alsa been deseribed as a progressive skill which can be learned and improved 

through activities (Hosenfeld, 1979). Same class time must be spent on 

guessing from cantext so that teachers can demonstrate the necessity for using 

the text and reminding them incorrect guesses to provide a cumulative effect on 

them. To achieve that the needs of students in terms of strategies should be 

addressed and the syllabus should be designed accordingly. 

lnsights from both humanist psychology stressing the importance of self

concept in adu lt learning and cognitive psychology emphasising learners' 

mental processes , have guided language teaching methodologies that have 

shifted the focus from the teacher to the learner . The development of teaching 

methods reflecting humanist and cognitive views of learning has increased the 

concern to ll make the learner a better learner ll by helping them " learn how to 

learn ll (Wenden , 1991 , pp . 1-2). 

Self-directed learning , in which learners take responsibility for their own 

learning , has an emphasis on the idea of learner training . In order to develop 

autonomy (as defined willingness to take responsibility for one's learning and 

canfidence in one's ability as a learner) learners must be provided with 

appropriate strategies and opportunities to practice using them. They need to 

be helped to accept responsibility for their learning since they often do not 

automatically accept such a responsibility in formal educationa l contexts (Little, 

·1995). In other words, they should be helped to make them more aware of the 

mental processes involved in reading and to teach them how to use their own 

cognitive resources to these processes. 

Learners alsa need to be taught how to determine their success in their 

use of strategies (Anderson, 1991, p. 4 70). 

Strategy training assumes that conscious attention to learning strategies 

(i.e. metacognitive awareness) is beneficial and that strategies are teachable. In 
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Kern's study (1989, cited in Rusciolelli, 1995), the students who received 

strategy training and in Hosenfeld's detailed case study (1979), a 14 year-old 

student named Cindy showed considerable improvements in comprehension 

and the poorer students were reported to have benefited most from the training. 

After his case study with Cindy Hosenfeld concludes that this experience shows 

that students can be taught certa in strateg ies, inductively or deductively, and 

then offers a guide for d iscovering student's learning styles. 

Recently, it has been widely accepted in educational contexts that it is the 

learners' strategies and their own ability to use these strategies that accounts 

for success in foreign languages and that learners must be encouraged to 

develop criteria for deciding which strategy is appropriate in any particular case 

- to develop independence both inside and outside the classroom . This can be 

achieved through learner training which will equip learners with strategies to 

guide, control and assess their own learning. 

Learner training as defined by El lis and Sinclair (1989) "aims to help 

learners consider the factors that affect their learning and discover the learning 

strategies that suit them best so that they may become more effective learners 

and take on more responsibility for their own learning" (p . 2) . 

One of the objectives of learner training is to h elp learners become aware 

of how they learn for without awareness they will remain trapped in their old 

patterns of beliefs and behaviours and never be fully autonomous and to help 

students gain canfidence intheir own ability to work out meaning without relying 

on teacher or dictionary definition. 

As a teacher we should help learners learn how to learn, in other words, 

become autonomous language learners. As a conclusion, autonomous learners 

who have knowledge about or aware of language and their own language 

learning process are willing and self-confident to take on the responsibility for 

their learning. They see themselves as having crucial role in their learning, and 

can have an ability to control of their learning . That is why some learners are 

more successful than others. Successfu l or expert or intelligent learners have 
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learned how to learn. They have acquired the learning strategies, the 

knowledge about learning and the attitudes that enable them to use these skills 

and knowledge confidently, flexibly, appropriately and independently of a 

teacher. Therefore, they are autonomous Moreover, learners can be helped to 

learn how to learn, in other words, to make them autonomous learners. 

The past and future studies of a similar nature will help provide 

guidelines in discovering the learner's training content... To collect the 

information on students' strategy use can be used at the outset of a course to 

select learner training content appropriate to the needs of class and alsa 

provide insight on the problems and approach to learning of individual students. 

With the help of such a training program learners will be able to rely more on 

themselves , become more-self-directed , and activate their strategies outside 

the classroom , transferring what they have learned into new situations. In the 

lig ht of this study, there are two faremost points related to the training programs 

of the learner types in question . Firstly, the need to create an awareness among 

the students of their acquired knowledge on strategies, which will in turn enable 

a more conscious monitoring mechanism of the skills and secondly the need to 

entice the learners to adapt their skills and knowledge to su it different tasks and 

conditions. 

lt alsa raises a question on the need to highlight the experiences and 

practices of teachers in this field. Because when it is concerned with learner 

training, they are the basic components of all it and teachers need help to 

acquire the knowledge and skills they need to plan and implement learning that 

will help language learners become more autonomous . The teacher is 

expected to be able to help raise student awareness of their learning strategies, 

to identify successful strategies that learners utilise, to adopt language training 

materials for use in learner training, to develop action plans that help students 

learn to use strategies and to provide students with feedback that will enable 

them to determine and correct their own errors. So the need to train teachers 

should alsa be considered. For a syllabus with a focus on strategy training to 

work, the teachers must themselves be knowledgeable of the nature and use of 

strategies and be capable of teaching these strategies. The teacher has an 
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important role in a successful strategy training program. lt is suggested that the 

teacher provide the learner with the information about the explanation of "what 

the strategy is, why and how it should be learned, where and when to use the 

strategy, as well as how to evaluate the use of the strategy" (Anderson, 1991 ). 

To prepare teachers who have no background in strategy-based methodology 

some studies can be organised. 

5.3. Suggestions for Further Studies 

Further investigations are needed to determine whether the conclusions 

of this study can be extrapolated to different levels of students or different types 

of texts ( e.g. , texts of various lengths and difficulty or which have a greater or 

lesser density of un known word s ) . 

A lot of studies should be designed on the assumption that the 

determination of students' instructional needs should be based on a close 

investigation of what they actually do during the act of guessing. 

Some studies with more participants can obtain more information on 

students' learning processes including what strategies they already use, what 

knowledge they have acquired about language learning, knowing whether they 

will be willing and sufficiently confident to undertake autonomous learning. 

The findings revealed that students are not perceived as proficient at 

using these strategies despite the fact that they are - to an extent - aware of the 

importance of these strategies as indicate by the results. This consideration 

raises the question of how effectively they are taught. Students' and teachers' 

perceptions as to the effectiveness of strategy instruction and materials used for 

this purpose could also be examined. 

Although reading is an internal activity and more difficult to observe, the 

process approach increasingly affecting the field of reading . Some researchers, 

using interview data, and Black (1986), using protocols, have demonstrated that 

it is possible to reconstruct at least something of what goes on in readers' 

minds, and that how readers arrive at their interpretations is at least as 
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important as what those interpretations are. Verbal reports or think-aloud 

protocols can be implemented as a method to identify the type and variety of 

strategies students use and to raise their awareness of these strategies. In 

terms of strategy use, TAP and RS exercises and the self-report interviews 

functionally complimented one anather despite the downsides such as the 

challenges in practice, time pressure and inadequacies. When used together, 

the exercised have been highly effective in gathering data. lt goes without 

saying that, data reliability and validation is a function of the interdependence 

and cancurrent use of all three methods. Equally, the fact that the students were 

permitted to use their native language has helped them to feel more at ease, 

has enhanced efficiency and has alsa helped to gain a deeper insight into their 

cognitive processes. 
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CONSENT FORM 

English Version: 

1 , .. .. ...................... , agree to participate i the research conducted by A. Oya Aral. My 
participation is VOLUNTARY. 
lt has been made clear by the researcher that my participation in the present study 
will not prejudice my future relations with my teachers at Bahçeşehir Atatürk High 
School which 1 attend, and my future exam results. 1 have alsa been assured that my 
name will not be used in the reports . 

NAME AND SURNAME : 

DATE: 

SIGNATURE: 

Turkish Version: 

Ben , ............................... , A. Oya Aral tarafından yürütülen araştırmaya GÖNÜLLÜ 
olarak katılmayı kabul ediyorum. 
Kat ı lımımın , ileride halen okumakta olduğum Bahçeşehir Atatürk Lisesi'ndeki 
hocalarımla ilişkilerimi ve sınav sonuçlarımı iyi ya da kötü yönde etkilerneyeceği ve 
araştırmada adımın gizli tutulacağı araştırmacı tarafından bildirilmiştir. 

iSiM VE SOYADI : 

TARiH: 

iMZA: 
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A BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE FOR BEGINNING AND UPPER 
INTERMEDIATE STUDENTS 

Name and Surname 
Sex (Male 1 Female) 
Age 
Class 
Type of High School A. State Secondary School 

B. Private High School 
C. Other (Please Specify) : 

Please answer the following the questions: 
1. Did you attend a preparatory class at econdary school? 

2. How long have you been learning English.including high school? 

3. What is (are) the skill(s) you are most good at: 
A) READING 
B) SPEAKING 
C) LlSTENING 
D )WRITING 

4. What is ( are ) the ski!! ( s ) you are most bad at : 
A) READING 
B) SPEAKING 
C) LlSTENING 
D )WRITING 

5. Do you have any problems in any of the fallawing skills? If YES, fill in the relevant skill(s) 
A) Reading 

B) Speaking 

C) Writing 

D) Listening 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ATTENTION! 
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WELCOME TO HEATHROW 

London's Heathrow is the busiest international airport in the world. lt handles 

over 350 000 international flights every year - about 41 mill ion passengers. Araund 

54 000 people work at Heathrow, roughly the population of a country town. 

Huge machines wash the airport's three runways and clear away the oil left by 

jet engines. Burst tyres can cause a crash, so special trucks continuously check the 

runways and pick up any loose pieces of metal. 

Birds can cause (crashes) trashes if they get pulled into the engines, and staff 

work day and night to keep them away from the runways. Their trucks have 

loudspeakers, which send out bird alarm calls and they alsa use guns with blank 

cartridges to (frighten) spinten the birds away. 

In the control tower, 150 air traffic controllers bring the planes in and send 

them off (safely) dently. As airplane comes in to land, it normally keeps a distance of 

five or six kilometres from the planes in front and behind, but in the case of large 

jumbo jets, the distance behind has to be 1 O kilometres . The air turbulance behind 

these planes can send a smail plane out of control. 

Because of the noise, only a few flights are (permitted) tranted between 

midnight and six in the morning. So during the night Heathrow Airport has its most 

welcome visitor of all- silence. 

Readability Statistics 

Coun~ ----------------------------------
Words: 225 
Characters : 1 056 
Paragraphs : 5 
Sentences : 12 

Avemges---------------------------------
Sentences Per paragraph : 2,4 
Words Per sentence : 18,5 
Characters Per Word : 4,6 

Readability ---------------
Passive Sentences : 16% 
Flesch Reading Ease : 63,8 
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level : 8,9 
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CYCLING IN LONDON 

If you enjoy cycling for pleasure, doing it in London can be a shock. There isa 

serious shortage of lanes especially for bikes, and making your way through the 

traffic can be pretty risky. But once you've found the courage, cycling in London can 

be exciting, and it is an (inexpensive) insertive way of keeping fit if you live there. 

Same keen (cyclists) prists don't mind spending a lot of money on costly bikes. 

However, if you just want a basic bike that is only for occasional use, there are plenty 

of cheap alternatives. Several markets have cheap bikes on seli which may not be 

impressive to look at but shou ld be satisfactory. Cycling helmets are alsa a 

worthwhile investment. They are not a legal (requirement) clariment in Britain but it 

isa good idea to wear one for protection. 

Readability Statistics 

Counts -----------------
Words: 141 
Characters : 631 
Paragraphs : 1 
Sentences : 8 

Avemges -----------------
Sentences Per paragraph : 8,0 
Word s Per senten ce : 17,2 
Characters Per Word : 4,3 

Readability ------------ ----
Passive Sentences : 0% 
Flesch Reading Ease : 67,3 
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level : 8,1 
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WEDDING 

While a Moslem wedding has at least two ceremonies, the traditional Chinese 

Taoist marriage has three. Before the man proposes to the woman, his family asks 

the professional matchmaker to send a present from them to the bride's family. 

Before agreeing to the marriage, the bride's family must accept the present. Then it is 

time for the second stage which, like the Hindu custom, is the checking of the 

horoscopes. After the matchmaker has made sure that the signs are good, the two 

families ask the gods for their help. Before starting the (celebration) delmation, the 

groom's family pays the bride's family for losing a daughter. Then the wedding (party) 

jarny begins. Both the bride and the groom are (dressed) garted in si lk. The groom 

gives ceremonial gifts of park, ch ickens, candles and clothing to the bride's family. 

From the guests at the reception, the couple receive red packets (hong boo) 

containing gold, jewellery or money. The reception is often a lu nch or dinner of fifteen 

courses, with entertainment by a singer and a hand. 

Readability Statistics 

Coun~ ----------------------------------
Words: 175 
Characters : 853 
Paragraphs : 1 
Sentences : 11 

Averages---------------------------------
Sentences Per paragraph : 11 ,O 
Words Per sentence : 15,6 
Characters Per Word : 4,7 

Readability---------------
Passive Sentences : 0% 
Flesch Reading Ease : 60,1 
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level : 8,7 
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WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK? 

lt is a fairly comman to believe ın Britain that men these days do more 

housework than they did in previous generations. But is this really so? A recent 

survey has made same interesting discoveries. Apparently, when men do help out, 

they (enjoy) benjo cooking and shopping but most are (unwilling) unpate to do the 

washing. A quarter of men think that women are better suited to looking after the 

home than men and 19 % ad mit to making no contribution to housework The avarege 

man says that he does a third of the housework, while the avarage woman says she 

does three-quarters of it, so sameone isn't teliing the (truth) bert! lt was impossible to 

find any men who shared housework equally with their partners . Perhaps it is not so 

surprising, therefore, that there are same politicians who want a new law fareing men 

to do their share. 

Readability Statistics 

Counts -----------------
Words: 148 
Characters : 679 
Paragraphs : 1 
Sentences : 7 

Averages------------------
Sentences Per paragraph : 3,5 
Words Per sentence: 20,7 
Characters Per Word : 4,5 

Readability ----------------
Passive Sentences : 0% 
Flesch Reading Ease: 58,6 
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level : 10,2 
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THE RULES IN TAP & RS TRANSCRIPTION ANALYSIS 

• Considering that all cantext strategies are inclusive of translation, the distinction 

was made within the statements and the connections w ith the texts. If the 

statements made sense or interpreted the text, a contextual guessing strategy 

was assumed to have been employed. 

• If a strategy was employed in succession for any word, in the nurnerical values of 

the cantext and the translations, the researcher assumed that it was used only 

o nce. 

• If a long paragraph had been split, we assumed that two different strategies were 

present. 

• If the former gave cl u es to the latter in conveying feelings, it was a matter of 

priority in the use of strategies; assuming there was the use of the GüNTEXT 

rather than translation. 

• If there was any ambiguity on the indirect speeches as to whether it is the ed form 

or the verb structure, it was included among the PARTS OF SPEECH. 
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TAP TRANSCRIPTIONS 

U4- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

recent survey has made same interesting discoveries. Apparently when men do help out, they benjo cooking and 

shopping but most are un pa te to do the washing ... BENJO ... BURDA EGER · KADINI:AIÜ 

ERJ!<EKLERo~ıs.:xAP.l:tO!Y-ARSA, "E frlfiiNÖE"'1i'ENELLİKLE ... işTE YEMFK ,Pi~IRM:EK~· M:~WSJ 

f(APMMQA lUGRA$r(OQ.LAR: 'ANC:ADIGiM (J3) ... BENJO UGRAŞMAK ANLAMINA GELiYOR BENCE VE 

(Al) ... while the average woman says she does three-quarters of it, so someone isn't teliing the bert 

BURDA BERT ... DOGRUYU SÖYLEMiYOR ANLAMlNDA KULLANILMIŞ BENCE ... EGER 'DIV.O 

[ŞTE EY 1ISI . AP.IYORSA BUNUN DI INDA ERKEK DE YAPlYOR VE BURDA BIR KI 
ANLATMIY.OR;'~(DOO U AN MINA GETIRIYÖRÜ'M BEN BURDA BERT'İ (J4) ... BU KADAR. 

U4- WEDDING 

the bride's family for loosing a daughter BURDA DELMATION 

BA:.SLAM.ADAN · ÔNCEANLAMINA ,,GE ~.,.._,.__.,...,~, 

D.ELMATIO.N ",b..LARAI<! (Bl) VE the groom's family pays the bride's family for laosing a daughter. Then the 
• • -- ' • . ' ' • .. ~. , ' 'N "' ı.{ ~ 

wedding ]arny begins BURADA ŞEYDEN BAHSEDIYOR ... HERALDE HANI BAŞKAN GELIROE~;SB " 

[QSUNUYORSONUZ ; ·.DIYE •• ,BU BIR !USI ... SORAN IQ:şi ~QLAJ!AIL DÜŞÜNÜ_~YQORRUil]MM:; ... :iA:RDi.E:!I]QI&jj 

lüR'ôatm 
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RS TRANSCRIPTIONS 

U4- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

İLKÖNCE . ENJO "BURD KI KELIMENIN AN MI NI... COOKING VE 

YAPARKEN KADINLARIN ... KADINLAR HARİCİNDE ERKEKLERiN EVDE İŞ YAPARKEN ERKEKLERiN DAHA ÇOK .. .İŞDE 

YAPMAKDAN HOŞLANIYORLAR 

BURADA İSE (THE AYARAGE MAN SAYS THAT HE DOES A THIRD OF THE HOUSEWORK, WHILE THE AYARAGE 

WOMAN SAYS SHE DOES THREE QUARTERS OF İT, SO SOMEONE ISNTIELLING THE BERT.) Brıt:011Slij 

U4- WEDDING 

BURDA (Bl) .. .İLK OLARAK ZATEN ÜÇ DÖRT SATIR DAHA FAZLA VERMİŞ ORDAN ANLADIM 

(THE GROOM'S 

, ı RAK. .soY · ı EM oLDUGlJNu ... GARt ED'A ... YANİ cE"YAP vE:RDit.ER soYt.:ED.ILER;,xe:r:u 

Ô~.:At:Jl%MbA2J.b(JS'tJN'Q(J:fi (B) BU KADAR. . .. KELİMENİN ANLAMINI KULLANDIM .. .JARNY'NİN ANLAMINI 

BULDUKTAN SONRA ONUN ANLAMINI ÇIKARDIM. 
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TAP TRANSCRIPTIONS 

US- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

SONRA while the avarage woman says she does three-quarters of it, so someoneisn't teliing the bert! 

ANLAYAMADlM BAŞTAN OKUYAYlM CÜMLEYİ...the avarage man says that he does a third of the 

US-WEDDING 

BURDA the signs are good, the two families ask the gods for their help. Before starting the delmation, the 

groom's family pays the bride's family for losing a daughter ... H~~HALDE DÜGÜN TPRErd:iBIS4MADlı1 

P.NCE, • .SEV::.: I;!ARA·;'ODUYPRCAR·.C~ELININ.~;AILESİNE Ç!ir:!KU GELİN i{İZİNTVERIYOR~ôNI?ARiliPJIP] 

PELMATION •. 10UGUN :olABIU (Gl) İŞTE (then the wedding jarny begins DÜGÜN ... WEDDING 

SEREMONİ DERİZ YA ... P,UGUN SEREMONISI ,BAŞ~ (G2) WEDDING'DEN TAHMİN ETTİM.both the 

bride and the groom are garted in silk IDffiPA GARTED GIYlNMİŞ YANI .•• GIYDIKL D. 

I!AHS.EDXYORLA.R,tUNKU HEM GELIN-HEM D DAf1AT ... AYNI ŞEYDE .•• YANİ .AYNI .TURD.EJ.iü'İf:UiJiS:GE)j 
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RS TRANSCRIPTIONS 

US- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

US-WEDDING 

ERKEGİN AİLESİ HEM DE BU ... ŞU CÜMLEYE KADAR OLAN KISIMDA ANLATILANLARDAN .. . DELMATION'NIN DÜGÜN 

OLDUGUNU ...... 
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TAP TRANSCRIPTIONS 

U2- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK- TAP 

shopping 

U2- WEDDING -TAP 

D.ELMATION BU.:.'- ISIM . DURUMUNDA BURM ... (Fl) before starting the delmatian ~ANI ·,?PA " N 

[AMAMINA:..BAKIIGIMIZD.A C:KARIT.IGIM ANLAM, YANİ HAZ!RLJKLAR ... YANİ EVLİlİKliAUiilBlJA'JD 

(G2) 
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RS TRANSCRIPTIONS 

U2 - WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

BENJO'NUN ANLAMINI...ŞİMDİ BURDA BENJODAN SONRA Kİ COOK VE SHOP YANI CQOKING~YE SHôfff'W:fG:ıJffj 

rf AAARLANDIM ••. ONL4RIN ... YANL ERKEKLERIN GENELDE YAPABİiı5IiQffii-;BE'(ER-EBILDIKL®§~ (J l [!ffiiW 

DA ENDI t~f 

BURDA DAHA ÇOK SO VE BİR ÖNCEKİ CÜMLELERDEN YARARLANDIM. 

U2 - WEDDING - RS 

SONRA CÜMLENİN DEVAMI NI OKUYORUM .. . KIZ. TARAFINA PARA VERİYORLAR ... (Gl) YANİ 

ALICILIK ... GÖRÜCÜ OLMADAN ... YOK ... TAM Il.I ERKEGE VfBJ::LÇJ!,ÇN.J)NÇE !.!...T,li.__M EVb_l;_NME , KA~,_,· ,...'A="""""'=-

bNCEiYAPithtfBIIHAKIM~I;;!Al.IRU~~R':_OLDUGU"'lgl..Ji, •• O AKIİVİTJ;LE,B] 

iY8Nl:BEGAN'DA'XARDIMCI QLUY,,R, ::GE!KEKAr:JlAMDb~. TAM OI,ARAK DUG~UY.Q.Bl (J3) 

ı.:..-.u.~~.ı.ı=~::.l.il.~=ı=~=u.ı::::.~~~~I~F: :=: . H~A.,.,L=DE (F2) BUNUN ANLAMI!;!! GİYi"fift1EK:ImSAİMAkilt4Jmlj 
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TAP TRANSCRIPTIONS 

Ul- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

KELiMELER BAYAGI DEGiŞiK apparently, when men do help out, they benjo cooking and shopping ... BENJO 

unpate to do the washing ... BURDA UNPATE'DE BU TARZ BİR ŞEY ... SEVMEMEK, HOŞLANMAMAMAK, TERCiH 

ETME M EK AN LAM IN DA OLABiLiR.BUT ... U N PATE .. . jjENZ-ERİ==~iL.K~J,,İME~:ffi1l::"J&ö."f:A:Bitill!ft.Q 

U LMI ARKASII'jiDAN.::INFif:.JITIVE ,.HALİ KULLANIL.M_!~ {Fl) ... SONRA,whi le the average woman 

Ul-WEDDING 

GÖRE GARTED SÖZLENME ANLAMıNDA BİRŞEY OLMASI LAZIM. 
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RS TRANSCRIPTIONS 

Ul- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

Ul-WEDDING 

DELMATION'DA HEMEN ARKASINDANBİR CÜMLE GELMİŞ Q8l::!8QJ!LAILESI GELİNIN :kJt!EStliJ:Eii{!~ 

M~s:EtMELERINd.fN]ôi:DBJl BrR:S:& \?fRİYORl"A'R (Gl) .. . Q_Z,8J18J;LI:!fMEN :n .lRK APETLE~H~E !?ôREiA&Eiti11t Bm 

5EY.;,GEl.DI, ıBQYLE BIR,SEY, NISA,.N ,ONCESI; NISAN AREFESINDE OLUR. O L;Atl_A.::.N.:..:S=O=Z""B=E~-'-'N=ZE=RI=· ı.w:=:=.ı.:.ı"""""'......,=--= 

BIR SE~i0lt;:1ASI;l .. ~ZIM ORDA ... SA _EC ·. ORDA -AKLIMA BÖYLE GELDJ (Bl) 

BURDA ... ŞİMDİ YİNE ARKASINDAN KULLANILMIŞ ... O ZAMAN WEDDING ... ASLINDA JARNY KONUSUNDA TAM BİR 

FİKRİM YOK ... SADEEEAKLIMA .DU~UNABEFESI DUGUN HAZIRLIKLA.Ji! QJ,ABfLECEGİ Gt;_LÖ];...._O"""D"""""'"""""=.....,.= ""' 

k'AYtij\gLANAt:L BI[EtP\NIM] (B2) 

IN SKILL'İ ADET OLARAK DÜŞÜNDÜM GALİBA ... ONA GÖRE DÜSÜNÜ,NCE ~IŞ:!.;lAN\.!lLA~N.ı:::.DI:!..!=LA~R~~==ı..~~~~ 

b.ı;.tJY~bR~ (B3) 
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TAP TRANSCRIPTIONS 

U3- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

Apparently, when men do help out, they benjo cooking and shopping but most are 

BURDA BENJO ... ~Fil~ l:lERtlALÖ§ (Fl) but most are unpate to do washing UNPATE , UNPAtf:~!RERA"i:DE:J 

l;lURop;•. ,SIFATMIDIR~ (F2)(Cl) ORD.&,__HER.AL,""E"""""'.......,.......,.""" 

tfli0Ml\KDAI':J ; HERffALÖt ::sJJlASI(YİKAMAKDAN HOS.LANMIYORLAR HE;BALD~ (J2) a quarter of men think that 

women are better suited to loking after the home than men and 19 % admit to making no contribution to 

housework. The avarage man says that he does a third of the housework, while the avarage woman says she does 

three- quarters- of it, so sameone isn't teliing the bert BO:'tf..PA.~EffKEKLEFÜN_G.ÖRUSLERİNJliEiiiiBJffiSE:t:liiG] 

(J3) ... YANİ HERALDE .... ' RKEKLERIN GENEU .•. EV I LERINI KADINLARIN APMASININ DOGR · U - . 

='"'""""""' (C3) HERALDE 

ÖYLEDİR BERT'İN ANLAMI.it wasimpossible to f ind any men who shared housework equally with their partners. 

Perhabs iit is not so surprising, therefore, that there are same politicians who want a new law fareing men to dotheir 

share ...... while the avarage woman says she does three-quarters of it...the avarage man says that he does a third of 

the housework ... GENELDE ERKEKLERiN ÇOGUNLUGU .. . EV İŞLERİNDEN ... BİRKAÇINI YAPTıKLARINI 

SÖYLÜYORLAR ... BU KADAR. 

U3-WEDDING 

})AZIRLIGP.ı B.!SLP..MADAN.EWE~ (Gl) ... BEN GROOM'SUN ANLAMINLBEN ŞEY OLARAK BİLİYORDUM .. . DAMAT ... O 

GELDi AKLIMA GELDi BİRDEN fi:Ef3ALDE DELMATIÖN BUB PiL J$Jt1 (Fl) HAZIRLIGA BAŞLAMADAN EWEL. .. 

~~~~~~~-=~~~ (G2) AMA for laosing a daughterONU ANLAMAOlM NE DEMEK 

OLDUGUNU ... AMA DELMATION ... HERALDE HAZIRLIK GİBİ BİRŞEY.then the wedding jarny begins ... ~ 

BURDA; .. ·: BELKI .SIFAT,!.,ObABH:J (F2) .. . QUGUN T I... B~ LIYOR ... OLABİL!.!i, (G3) both the bride and the 

groom are garted in silk HEM GELİN HEM DAMAT .. . BURDA GART ... HE HALDE Fıft YINE PASIF OLM (F3) .. .SILK 

İPEK ... . YANİ...NASIL BAGDAŞTIRACAGIMI TAM BİLEMEDİGİM İÇİN ... TAM ŞEY .. . NASIL BİR TÖRELERi VAR ... the 

groom gives ceremonial giftsof park, chickens, candles and clothing to the bride's family ... BUE> .I · ıil 

~~ :KIYAEETLER FAL:.AN''ALIYOit :·:GELININ AILESINE ... VERİYQE (G4) ... BUDA tÇ'ı_RESEL BIR7'.SEY:. MER~AID] 

(Bl) from the guests at the reception, the couple receive red packets containing gold, jewellery or money. The 

reception is often a lunch or dinner of fifteen courses, with entertainment by a singer and a hand.BEN 

HALA ... ŞURDAKİ GART'İN .. . FİİL OLDUGUNU ANLADIMDA ... NE ANLAMA GELDİGİNİ ... ÇÖZEMEDİM . 
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RS TRANSCRIPTIONS 

U3- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

BURDA ŞEYDENBAHSEDiYOR HERALDE ... ~KE,~·~E.ı.ı.t.ı..ı.-u.u....ı..~..=-ı....±: 

ALMIŞLARDIR DİYE. (laughing) BİR AN ÖYLE DÜŞÜNDÜM YANL 

UNPATE ... YANİ YİNE ORDA KELiMELERDEN GİTMEDİM. .. J'ORUM OLARAK 

irat'At:Jllir RE>1fii:(~ tLKIDJicE: BosLi.ııı:ö.iG:ı :~sEX:LERL söYLEDI. DAL;.A.~s~oN~RA~D~A~· E~N~~~~~==== 

EGLENCELER BAŞLIYOR GELiNLE DAMADA DA ORDA BİRŞEYLER YAPILIYOR ... YANİ BU EGLENCENİN IÇINDE 

BİRŞEY YAPILIYOR ... ORDAN ... GARTED I N SILK'İN NE ANLAMA GELDİGİNİ ÇIKARAMADIM \4-fti!Jilit.I~tmru 

A Fci DAN APIGIYOR ... PASIR (F2) O 'lt. " 

The wedding jarny ... THE WEDDING'DEN BUNUN İSİM OLDUGUNU ANLADIM . 
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TAP TRANSCRIPTIONS 

Bl- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

But is this really so? A recent survey has made same interesting discoveries. Apparently, when men do help out, 

they benjo cooking and shopping but most are unpate to do the washing. BURDA BENJO HOŞLANMAK ANLAMINDA 

OLABiLiR. rurtK!J ,B, . · . K1J~~IB (Jl) N E Ni[)A'(f.!JL[Ş,Çi~_KJ~KJ 6 Cf:ı-l[GlJ]ÇJ[H~&fi1At!ll8R.:&:Wfiif&J 

&:,8&\UYbiWM (Al) QliU ··ı N BENJo-

While the avarage woman says she does three-quarters of it, so sameone isn't teliing the bert! EİÜRDllıgjl 

=====.........,'"""""'="=DI=LA=R=N...._G=QB..Ll,ŞLERINI AUYOR. ONDAN SONM BİRIBjJpl)A DOGRiJYO"Sô'((EMıxökt.GiB] 
lid!:::.!~~N!.!I.i.l.ıj (J3) ÇÜNKÜ the avrage man says that he does a third of the housework, while the avaragewoman says 

she does three- quarters of it PEK BİR ANLAM ÇIKARTAMADIM AMA IÇ@ ÜLERIM ONUN EY 

~O.YUUY,QR DQGRULU K..[ı.NLA , INA GELDICitNI.SOYLÜY0 (3. .,ÇÜNKQ.IKI . AYRUiBY.EQAN BIR TANESIN · li 

and shoppıng BENJO VE UNPATE'DEN EMİNİM AMA BERT AKLIMA TAKILDI whi le the avarage woman says she does 

three-quarters of it , so sameone isn't'telling the bert It was impossible to find any men who shared housework 

equally with their partners .... men and 19 % admit to making no contribution to housework. The avarage man says 

he does a third of the housework. BURDA DOGRULUK ANLAMINDA OLABİLİR. BAŞKA BİR ANLAMDA 

ÇIKARTAMIYORUM. 

Bl-WEDDING 

After the matchmaker has made sure that the signs are good, the two families ask the gods for their help. Before 

starting the delmation, BURDA ' DELM TIO SEREMONY ANLAMINDA ULLA'i\i'iT.'ABiiTR. ÜNKU fA · 

ifAM8&1lA~R V \!\ E, D @.N~- .BAsLAYACAKTIB (Jl) YADA BİLMİYORUM ONLAR! N İNANCINA GÖRE 

BİLMİYORUM NASIL BİR SEEMONİ UYGULUYGLAR DELMATION SEREMONİ OLABİLİR the groom's family pays the 

mmb::[l,!şlı:lli:il~~ (J2).the groom gives ceremonial gifts of pork, chickens, candles and clothing to the bride's 

family. BU EGER GARTED1N ANLAMINI AÇIKLAYACAK BİR CÜMLEYSE GALİBA ŞÜRDA.HEDIYEVERM 'S E 

~ R BURDA TED AMA OLMAZ YA BURD 

MEK~ANCArYımAZiEt:Eetu] (J3). o KADAR. 
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RS TRANSCRIPTIONS 

Bl- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

BİRDE WASHING COOKING AND SHOPPING ONLAR HOŞLANMAK VEYA ONLAR! YAPMAKDAN HOŞLANMAK 

OLDUGU İÇİNDE ONLAR! HOŞLANIP HOŞLANMAMAK OLARAK DÜŞÜNDÜM. 

sameone isn't teliing the bert SON CÜMLE AMA BİRİ DOGRUYU SÖYLEMiYOR DİYE AKLIMA GELDİ. 

81-WEDDING 

taNBJ11t1P.iiCENIN~HEDIYE~ERI " EAıiAN ·:GELIYOR" DO>HERALDE' DEDIM DLTGUN OLABILiR (J3) BU DEDİM ÇÜNKÜ. 

AKLIMA BAŞKA BİRŞEY GELMEDİ. ULt..ANDIGIM I PUCU JARNYDEN SONRA AİLENIN DAHA'~ BIR 

HEQifEI.ER .V.ERDIGINI..JSTE YEMEK OGLE VE AK .81i.Y..~S:Kl::.t.RI YJ;QL!g,ERINUJ$JJl1~=N"""CE"""·=su"""" Q"""~""'.1:!""'E""'!m""'·. L""'''iğ;""'S 

~&Ş . NGIÇ ,fo,.Nt::AMlliPAYDI.~ÜN I)lJ. -I~EGINS .DIYO BAŞ!.h.t:tGJÇ L.ARA DA.P0 .. GJ1N BAŞ1IYOR QJ;.QJ.OO.,(J4) 

GARTED GALİBA İR TOPLANTI VEYA BiRLEŞME OLARAK DÜŞÜNDÜM. SİLKİN ANLAMINI BİLEMEDİGİM İÇİN HİÇ 

SURMEK ANLAMINDA OLABILIR SILKI BIRYERDEN HATIRLIYQRUM AM 

Et fiMJ (Il) 
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TAP TRANSCRIPTIONS 

82- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

HANGİ ERKEKLERDiGERLERİ UYUYORKİ DİYO BURDA BU TARZ BİR ŞEY VAR BU KADAR. 
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B2- WEDDING 

(Il).his family .. .. .. bride's family .O ERKEKLERiN YA DA ERKEKLERiN AİLESİ PROFESYONEL MATCHMAKER MATCH 

BUNUDA TAM OLARAK BiLMiYORUM MA1:CM~!}EB."')3Ifl$f.'(LY8EI1815JR~LD~U ,,GIBİ,;j{BI)~'Ş§ (Al) m! 
aiCEMttoıtı:JMJ!Amteli'RA~~ı:3ôiK0'fiW;;H~RKit;mA ;z r.RoFESyoN EC · g)ULAR .'~QB.!J.x.QB!~YıtiS'~~rınm;t$1101'§Jrmıı 

BURDAN ANLAMI ÇIKARTAMIYORUM BEGINS BAŞLANGIÇ SONRA ARAŞTIRMAYA BAŞLIYORLAR JARNY ARAŞTIRMA 

GİBİ BİR ŞEY OLABİLİR.Ş.Ql::J.Bafu§1JJJ1UR ""iAYBO.:l:Fi[giz!AiiiTN ."5UR.1JMUNÜ AR;KŞnR.M Yillı\lmm;,t®N 

WBIURl(J2) Both ........ brideBU ARADA MATCHMAKER BELKi DANIŞMAN GİBİ BİRŞEY OLABİLİR YADA 

... PSİLİATRİST TARZDA BİR ŞEY OLABİLİR ÇÜNKÜ İKİ AİLE ARASINDA GEÇİYOR . NBİR AVUKAT GİBİ BİR ŞEYDE 

OLABİLİR. Both .. ...... silk.2 BURDA HİÇ BİLDİGİM KELİM YOK AMA j3PJ5'G:fJIÇLşEY+ ~[iASİffğA'iGEijİgQB.J3IDf4G,1 
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OLABİLİR. EVET AİLE ÇEŞİDİ YİNE ANI ŞEKiLDE DEVAM EDİYORUM.givesBİR HEDiYE GİBİ BİR ŞEY ALIYOR. PORKU 

ANLAMINI HATIRLIYOR GİBİYİM BİR YERDEN ÇIKARTAMADIM. (Dl) CHİCKEN PORK DOMUZ ETİ2 CHİCKEN TAVUK 

OLABİLİYORLAR.GALİBA BU MATCHMAKER DANIŞMAN GİBİ BİR ŞEY BİR KURUM 

YARDIMCI OLAN BİRŞEY YANİ..BU KADAR. 

RS TRANSCRIPTIONS 

82- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

' 'A . . 
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~ (G2) Ü ÇEYREK ÇOK ANLAMSIZ BİR ŞEY ORTAYA ÇIKIYOR O YÜZEN YA BU ŞEYİ YANLIŞ SÖYLÜYORUM 

she does .... of it. Zaten of iti pek şey yapamadım çünkü of ları pek bilmiyorum İT BU İŞEV İŞİ OLARAKDA BU KADAR. 

82-WEDDING 

Then the ..... begins. BUDA WEDDİNG ANLAMINI BİLMİYORUM 
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TAP TRANSCRIPTIONS 

B3 -WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

~~~~~.ı...ı.w.ı:.ı..ıı:::.:.ı=u.ı (J4) BERT AMA TAM ÇIKARTAMADIM BERTİ.OKUYİM while the 

avarage woman ............... of it İT EVİŞİ OLSA GEREK so ........ bert.someoneBAZISI SÖYLEMEZ.BERT HERALDE 

SÖYLENMİCEK BİRŞEY OLSA GEREK.BU KADAR. 

B3- WEDDING -TAP 
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[E@'l;;,.~~MlJSLÜ~r:ıJ'YAR. Bf[öl'Jfrt:H2ULM.WAR BEN BUNU.DA KAIÜŞJ]RIYORUM UÇ TlNE:!SEfi,®RfG$64 
tfUSt.:UMA!)J t:UNI EV:Ullli~_..., ...,.,.,......,~:.u 
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RS TRANSCRIPTIONS 

83 -WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

BAŞLAMADAN ÖNCE KADıNLARDAN BAHSETMiŞ .. . .iTİRAZ ETMEK OLABİLİR BERT. 

83- WEDDING 
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TAP TRANSCRIPTIONS 

84- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

84-WEDDING 

CÜMLEYi OKUYUM.after the matchmaker .. .. daughter burası delmatıonTHE GROOM'S FAMiLY BEFORE STARTING 

ul Kla ·~ra 



lOS 

RS TRANSCRIPTIONS 

B4 - WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

BU UNPATEDE BİRŞEY DEYİP DEMEDİGİM İ HATIRLADIM SANIRIM BİR ŞEY DEMEMİŞİM . 

8E:gı; SEY!'OtABfEIR[R ;DB\HA.0t\UYUM.1!EEni BULABILMEKIÇlf':LŞEYDEN GITTfM~YANFANLA TMIWJ:RI)-m~fll(if(l 

fıJ~KYAEILISL :':~;ll,sl:aı;,,IQN:IAtıMİNİM:Y.iiiPIUSI Y NI O. KONU HAK!gf:JDA ORNEKLERİYDL :.:sü[D&Jl:IOOG\M.Efl 

B4 - WEDDING 

taijjng YARDIM .ET.f[. BASKA YQJ3 (Gl) 

ARNY'DE J!iBİR . 
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TAP TRANSCRIPTIONS 

BS -WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

BS- WEDDING 
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RS TRANSCRIPTIONS 

BS- WHO DOES THE HOUSEWORK 

BEN ';;.BURDA ;rAHMıtf' ,EDERKEN ·. ERKEKLERIN YAPMAKQAN _ HOŞJ,.ANDIKLARI 

b;OOKING·il'EMEKYARMAKSH.OPI?ING·AU VER YAPMAK BEYLER BUN_!,ARJ YAPJYQfilA~ŞA BUN@.fbfQS~ 

!fA'P§::c.,w:lis:ormı\&ı:öm:NrozEB1Noı:?Bı@Z:OuRouf1. cJ ı) 

RAK YANL(Bl) 

BS- WEDDING 



APPENDIX: 8 

SELF REPORT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
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SELF REPORT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

ı. While reading a text or a book do the unknown words cause problemsfor you all 

the time? 

2. How do you react when you come across an unknown word? Do you try to 

guess? 

3. Is guessing a good method? If yes, what is its benefit for you in reading? 

4. How do you guess? While guessing what supports you? Do you have any 

particular technique? 

5. Is guessing easy? How do you feel yourself in guessing? Are you successful in 

guessing? 

6. What are the problems you come across while guessing? What are your solutions 

for such problems? 

7. How do you feel yourself in guessing after some years of experience? Have you 

made any progress in guessing? 



APPENDIX: 9 

THE EXTRACTS ABOUT 
THE PARTICIPANTS' SELF- CONFIDENCE 



lll 

U1: 1 am quite good at it. 1 can guess quite fastand it' s become a habit in me. 

My guesses are usually right. 

U2: If the reading material suits my ı eveı and if there aren't too many 

unfamiliar words it's not too much of a deal. ı am good at guessing although the 

results may not be so accurate so long as the material suits my level of proficiency. 1 

have the self-confidence. 

U3: 1 think it is difficult to guess. But generally ı·m good at it especialıy if it's in 

the story books rather than the course books. 

U4: 1 don't find guessing to be an easy task. ı·m not that bad at it 1 guess. 1 

usually trust in myself. 

U5: Sametimes it's more difficult than other times. But l'm quite good. lt's not 

whether the word is easy or hard, but what matters is the number of unfamiliar words 

in the text. If there are too many word s that 1 don't know, 1 can't understand the text. 

Hence, 1 can't make any guesses. 

B 1: Guessing is a child's game and 1 thin k ı am good at it. 1 thin k most of my 

guesses are quite accurate although 1 don't dare take any risks. 1 only look it up in the 

dictionary if l'm really curious to verify my assumptions. 

82: l'm not that bad at it. 1 guess it's quite easy. 1 may not feel brilliant at it, but 

feel quite comfortable with guessing nevertheless. But if you do not even understand 

the title, it may create great reluctance. 

83: 1 get quite nervous at first, thinking that 1 may not guess right. But then it 

gets easier. 1 usually make guesses and am quite comfortable with it. 

84: l'm not so sure, but 1 guess l'm OK. 1 don't have much trouble with what 1 

read at the moment, but then 1 stili use a dictionary to be assured . 

85: lt depends on the word. But l'm realıy confident and self-assured. 

Sametimes 1 get carried away with the reading and 1 lose track of the words . 1 can 

usually guess though. 
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